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Abstract

Title: A Self-Organized Approach for Detecting Communities in Networks

Author: Ben Collingsworth

Committee Chair: Ronaldo Menezes, Ph.D.

The community structure of networks reveals hidden information about the whole network

structure that cannot be discerned using other topological properties. Yet, the importance of

identifying community structure in networks to many fields such as medicine, social sciences

and national security, calls for better approaches for performing this identification. The preva-

lent community detection algorithms, such as the one proposed by Girvan and Newman, utilize

a centralized approach that is unlikely to scale to very large networks and does not handle

dynamic networks. Further, existing algorithms provide limited information regarding com-

munity overlap, where an individual participates in multiple communities. We propose a self-

organized approach to community detection which utilizes the newly introduced concept of

node entropy to allow individual nodes to make decentralized and independent decisions con-

cerning the community to which they belong; we call our approach SOCIAL (Self-Organized

Community Identification ALgorithm). Node entropy is a defined as an indicator of an indi-

vidual node’s satisfaction with its current community. As nodes become more “satisfied”, i.e.,

entropy is low, the community structure of a network is emergent. The proposed algorithm

offers several advantages over existing algorithms including near-linear performance, identifi-

cation of partial community overlaps, and handling of dynamic changes in the network in a

localized manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The identification of community structure in networks has helped many scientific fields un-

derstand complex phenomena; prime examples include: medicine [VSCM12], social sciences

[JSFT07], national security [Kre02], and marketing [AT05]. Community structure reveals

global hidden information about networks that cannot be discerned using other topological prop-

erties. Early research in this area focused on a limited aspect of this problem, reasonably, finding

communities. However, these solutions neglected important properties when dealing with real-

world networks: (i) the enormous size of many networks, (ii) community overlap (i.e., a node

belonging to multiple communities), and (iii) the dynamic nature of networks. The importance

of the first property (network size) is evident when running one of the various network analysis

packages on a very large network; the package may require many hours to run. This issue is

heightened with increased interest in complex network analysis coupled with accessibility to

databases capable of generating huge networks. The second property (community overlap) is

the reality that nodes in a network often belong to more than one community. This property

is particularly evident in social networks describing direct relationships between people. For

example, in a network describing ties between students, an individual may participate in activi-

ties such as academic societies, sports activities, and religious affiliations, which may constitute

several communities. Important information is lost if this student must be cast into a single

community. Finally, real-world networks are constantly evolving, with nodes and edges dy-

namically being created and removed. Networks representing the spread of pandemic diseases

1
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are a good example of these dynamic structures. Here, the network is continuously changing

as the disease spreads to new individuals and expires in those that are infected. In these net-

works, a community detection algorithm that must be completely re-executed with each update

is impractical.

The importance of community detection can be highlighted by the increasing attention given

by researchers. Indeed, a search on arXiv.org for the works related to “Networks”, and “Com-

munity”, reveals that more than half of papers published concerning networks today are about

community structure (details in Figure 1.1). Moreover, the increase over the years is quite

significant (4-fold for network science, and 2-fold for community-related papers).

Month of Citation

% 
of

 T
ex

ts

Community [all articles; 902K articles, 9B words]
Networks [all articles; 902K articles, 9B words]

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
0%

2.5%

5%

7.5%

10%

12.5%

15%

Highcharts.com

Figure 1.1: Percentage increase of articles placed on arXiv.org that relate to “Networks” and
“Community”. The chart above shows that more than half of the papers describing networks
that were placed in the arXiv in 2014 relate to communities. The arXiv is the main repository
for papers in Network Sciences (from bookworm ArXiv http://bit.ly/RlRNBD.

We propose a community detection algorithm which observes the three properties described

above while maintaining partition quality. In this algorithm, individual nodes are independently

responsible for determining the community to which they belong. The mechanism for making

this decision is derived from Shannon entropy [SPS48] and requires a node to have knowledge

only of its immediate neighbors. Initially, entropy is high, and there is tension in the network

as communities form and nodes make decisions to join or leave these communities. Over time,

entropy becomes low as nodes are satisfied with their current community. At this point, com-

munity structure is emergent.

Since each node’s decision on community is based only on immediate neighbors, the al-

gorithm offers near-linear performance on average. Further, the self-organized approach of
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SOCIAL allows full utilization of the concurrency provided by multi-processor computing en-

vironments. That is, node’s may operate in parallel to make decisions concerning commu-

nity. Concurrency utilization by SOCIAL is one of the focal points of this dissertation. In the

Chapters that follow, the dramatic performance gains afforded through parallel processing are

demonstrated.

SOCIAL’s entropy based algorithm provides a comprehensive view of community overlap.

Nodes belonging to multiple communities are identified by a high individual entropy when the

overall network has stabilized. These nodes may be seen to toggle between communities be-

cause they are uncertain about where they belong; moreover the toggling allows us to introduce

a completely new idea on community overlap in which nodes can belong to multiple commu-

nities at different levels of belongingness (e.g. a node can be 20% in one community and 80%

in another). These levels of belongingness make SOCIAL fundamentally different from other

approaches able to identify overlaps such as the clique-percolation approach [PDFV05].

Finally, the decentralized rendering of community structure provided by SOCIAL allows

dynamic network changes to be processed locally. As community structure evolves through the

addition or removal nodes and edges, re-evaluation of community is limited to the nodes di-

rectly impacted by the change. In contrast, centralized algorithms view the network as a whole

and require a complete execution cycle to incorporate dynamic updates. With SOCIAL, the

processing required to adapt to a change in the network is proportional to the complexity of

the change. For example, if a single node/edge pair is added, linking the node to an existing

community, no processing is required by the other community members. Conversely, if a node

that is central to the structure of an existing community is removed, each node in that com-

munity must reassess its community membership. In this case, the existing community may

be fragmented into multiple communities, or the nodes in the community may be absorbed by

neighboring communities.



Chapter 2

Related Works

The ideas presented in this dissertation require some understanding of social network analysis.

This chapter provides an overview of the required concepts. It begins with a review of network

analysis terminology. Following the review of terminology, a survey of literature related to

community detection in networks is presented. The literature review includes a discussion

of quality metrics used to evaluate community detection algorithms. Finally, the concept of

entropy is presented in relation to network science.

2.1 Network Definitions

In the context of this dissertation, the terms network and graph are equivalent. For clarity in the

discussions that follow, the term network is primarily used.

Networks consist of nodes and edges. A network X can be defined as a pair (N, E), where

N = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is a set of nodes, and E = {(x1, x2)|x1, x2 ∈ V} is a set of edges between the

nodes [Cal07].

Networks may be directed or undirected. In a directed network, each pair of nodes defining

the edges is ordered. Information is conveyed by the direction of an edge. For example, a

network describing family genealogy will contain directed edges from parents to children to

indicate lineage. Undirected networks convey no information regarding the direction of the

interactions.

Networks structures may be extended to convey more information by assigning attributes

4
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to nodes and edges. Attributes are any descriptive value used to characterize nodes or edges.

For example, in a network describing school friendships, student names may be associated with

nodes. In the same example, numbers may be added to each edge to indicate a count of face-to-

face interactions between pairs of friends. Networks that include an edge attribute indicating a

quantitative level of interaction are called weighted networks.

Basic properties examined in network analysis include [Cal07]:

Degree: Degree is a node property. It is the number of edges connected to a node. In a directed

network, degree may be specified in terms of in-degree and out-degree. In-degree is the

number of edges incoming to a node. Out-degree is the number of edges originating from

a node.

Density: Proportion of the number of edges present to the number of all possible edges. Den-

sity is an indicator of network connectiveness. A fully connected network has a density

of 1.

Diameter: The greatest distance between any two nodes in a network.

Distance: Shortest path between two nodes.

Node Neighborhood: The set of nodes connected to the node by an edge.

Order: The number of nodes in a network, |N(X)|, which is assumed to be finite.

Path: A network traversal from a starting node to an ending node where edge direction is

observed and each node in the traversal is visited only once; sometimes called a simple

path.

Size: The number of edges in a network, i.e. |E(X)|, which is also finite.

Adjacency matrices are frequently used to represent networks. An adjacency matrix is a square

matrix where rows and columns correspond to nodes in a network. The cells in the matrix in-

dicate whether pairs of nodes are connected by means of a zero or one value, where a value of

one indicates a connection between two nodes. In a weighted network, the value corresponding
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to the level of interaction between two nodes is used to indicate a connection. Adjacency ma-

trices provide a convenient mechanism for algorithmic analysis of networks. Figure 2.1 shows

a simple network and its corresponding adjacency matrix.

1

2

3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 0 1 0

3 1 0 1 1 0

4 0 1 1 1 1

5 1 0 0 1 1

Figure 2.1: A simple unweighted network and its corresponding adjacency matrix. Note that,
by convention, diagonal cells contain a value of one.

Networks are categorized into classes defined by their properties. Two broad subclasses of

networks are simple networks and complex networks. Simple networks exhibit regularity in

the degree of nodes. Examples of simple networks are lattice networks and random networks.

Adjacent neighbors in lattice networks are always connected. Random networks exhibit the

property that all nodes have an equal probability of having a given number of connections S . In

contrast, complex networks have non-trivial topological features. These features include hetero-

geneous distribution of connections, clustering of related nodes, and the presence of hierarchical

structure. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a complex network [GSP06]:

In Figure 2.2, nodes represent proteins present in yeast [SMGH+08]. Two proteins are con-

nected by an edge if they interact to initiate gene duplication. These interactions clearly cor-

respond to a complex network. An obvious variance in the number edges connected to each

node can be seen. Additionally, the complex network characteristics of node clustering and

hierarchical structure are present.

The following properties are used to characterize complex networks. These properties will

be referenced throughout this dissertation in the analysis of community detection algorithms.

Assortativity/Homophily: This characteristic is common to social networks and reflects the

alike connect to alike phenomenon. Nodes in networks tend to connect to other nodes

that share similar interest, or have similar characteristics.
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Figure 2.2: Network of protein interactions in yeast.

Average path length: Distance between two nodes, averaged over all pairs of nodes.

Betweenness Centrality: A measure of the centrality of a node in a network. Betweenness is

calculated as the fraction of shortest paths between node pairs that pass through the node

of interest. For a network X = (N, E), the betweenness CB(n) for a node n is:

CB(n) =
∑

s,t,n∈N

αst(n)
αst

, (2.1)

where αst is the number of shortest paths from s to t, and αst(n) is the number of shortest

paths from s to t that pass through node n [GDDG+03]. Status is associated with high

levels of betweenness. Nodes exhibiting a high level of betweenness are central to the

network and control information flow.

Bipartite Graph: A graph (network) whose nodes can by divided into two disjoint sets such

that every edge spans the two sets. That is, for every edge Ei j node i is in one of the sets

and node j is in the opposite set.

Clique: The concept of a clique refers to a fully connected subnetwork. That is, in a clique

all individuals are connected to all other individuals in the subnetwork via a direct con-
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nection. Cliques are an indication of the cohesion or tightness of the network and are, in

fact, strongly related to the complex network property of clustering coefficient which is

based on cliques of size three. A k-clique refers to a clique consisting of k members. For

example, a clique containing three nodes is a 3-clique.

Clustering coefficient: Average fraction of pairs of neighbors of a node that are also neighbors

of each other. Clustering coefficient is a network connectivity measure. For each node, it

is the number of triads the node belongs to, divided by the maximum number of triads that

could be drawn for the node. In some classes of complex networks, if node a is connected

to nodes b and c, there is a heightened probability that node b will be connected to node

c. This property is an indicator of social organization. In other words, if a person has

two friends, it is likely that those two friends are also friends. For directed networks, the

clustering coefficient for a node is calculated as

CC =
Number of edges in neighborhood of the node

Number of possible edges in the neighborhood of the node
, (2.2)

where the neighborhood of a node is the set of nodes connected to the node by an edge.

The mathematical expressions of the neighborhood Ni and clustering coefficient CCi for

a node ni are shown in the following equations:

Ni = {n j : ei j ∈ E ∨ ei j ∈ E} , (2.3)

CCi =
|
{
e jk

}
|

ki(ki − 1)
: n j,nk ∈ Ni, e jk ∈ E . (2.4)

A clustering coefficient of 1 indicates a fully connected neighborhood (i.e., a connection

exists between all nodes in the cluster). The average clustering coefficient for a network

is the mean of the clustering coefficient for each node.

Community: Clusters of nodes in a network that are much more connected to each other than

to the rest of the network [GN02]. Note that this definition of community is rather vague

and ambiguous. However, it is the most commonly used definition in literature related to

complex network analysis. No authoritative and concise definition of community exists.
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Communities reflect topological relationships between elements of the underlying system

and represent functional entities [LFK09].

Degree distribution: Probability that a randomly selected node has exactly k edges. The de-

gree distribution for degree k is calculated as

p(k) =
Number of nodes with degree k

Total number of nodes in network
. (2.5)

Dynamic Network: - A network that is captured from an aggregation of data over all time or

taken as a snapshot of data at a particular time and incrementally updated to maintain

consistency with the state of the evolving system that the network represents.

Static Network: - A traditional view of networks that considers network data statically, where

a static network is either derived from an aggregation of data over all time or taken as a

snapshot of data at a particular time. With static networks, no consideration is given to

past or future configurations of the network data.

Triad: - A 3-clique. Triads are a pervasive topological feature in social networks. Concentra-

tions of triads are an indication of community structure.

Small-world networks are a class of complex networks that exhibit the properties of loga-

rithmic average path length, small diameter, and large clustering coefficient. The logarithmic

average path length and small diameter seen in these networks reflect the Stanely Milgram ex-

periment [Mil67] demonstrating the small degree of separation between individuals in a large

group. The clustering coefficient of small-world networks is large when compared to random

networks of similar size. The high clustering coefficient shows the presence of social organi-

zation and homophily. Additionally, as complex networks, small-world networks have a non-

uniform degree distribution.

Scale-free networks are complex networks that have a power-law degree distribution. In a

power-law degree distribution, a few nodes are highly connected and the majority of nodes have

a low degree of connectivity. A power-law distribution is defined by the following equation:

P(k) ∼ k−λ . (2.6)
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The coefficient λ typically has a value from 2 to 3 for most scale-free networks [New93]. Fig-

ure 2.3 [Mit06] illustrates the degree distribution of a scale-free network and a random network.

While the scale-free network exhibits the long-tailed characteristic of a power-law distribution,

the random network shows a bell-shaped Gaussian distribution. In order for a network to have
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Figure 2.3: Scale-free vs. random degree distribution.

a scale-free degree distribution, three factors must be present: growth, preferential attachment,

and competition [Bar03]. To support a scale-free degree distribution, the network must be con-

tinuously expanding with the addition of new nodes. As a new node enters a scale-free network,

it shows preference in the selection of existing nodes for connections. The probability that an

existing node will be selected is proportional to the degree of the node. This phenomenon can

be seen in the World Wide Web [Bar03]. A new web page is much more likely to link to well-

known existing web pages than obscure isolated pages. Finally, competition present in scale-

free networks allows new nodes in the network to achieve prominence. Similarly, competition

explains why highly connected nodes can lose connections or die out. Barabàsi [Bar03] cites

the computer operating system market as an example of competition in a network. Operating

systems and users are nodes. Users link to the operating systems they use. Without competi-

tion, the earliest operating systems would retain popularity and new operating systems would

not surface to dominate the market. Competition can be modeled in generated networks by as-

signing attributes desirable in connection establishment to competing nodes. Simple selection

algorithms may be used to establish connections between nodes based on these attributes.
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A power-law degree distribution implies that the distance between any two nodes can be

expected to be small. As a result, the majority of scale-free networks are also small-world

networks. However, a family of networks called hierarchical lattices exist that exhibit power-

law degree distribution but have a null clustering coefficient. These scale-free networks are

not small-world networks [ZZZ07]. On the other hand, small-world networks that do not have

scale-free properties are common. For example, a small-world network of 43 Utah Mormons

with edges corresponding to other Mormons they know, was found to have a Gaussian degree

distribution [ASBS00]. Despite the absence of scale-free properties, this network was shown

to have the logarithmic average path length, small diameter, and large clustering coefficient

properties seen in small-world networks.

Social networks are complex networks with both small-world and scale-free properties.

Social networks exhibit a high clustering coefficient, small average path length, and power-law

degree distribution when compared to random networks. In social networks, nodes represent

individual entities and edges represent interpersonal ties between these entities. Figure 2.4 is an

example of a social network [New93]. The graph was derived from a survey taken among school

White

Black

Other

Figure 2.4: Social network of school children.

children asking them to name their friends. The division between top and bottom corresponds to
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different grade levels. The split between left and right is associated with friendship within race.

These divisions demonstrate the high level of homophily expected in social networks. In this

network, extensive clustering can be seen. The network was generated using a spring embedding

algorithm. The spring embedding algorithm simulates a physical system in which nodes repulse

each other and edges between nodes act as confining springs. The spring embedding algorithm

tends to cluster highly-interconnected nodes.

Figure 2.5 summarizes the hierarchy between the types of networks discussed. This Venn

diagram is derived from the overlapping network properties of the networks described.

01-Oct-07

Complex Networks

Small-World 
Networks

Scale-Free 
Networks

Social 
Networks

Figure 2.5: Complex network hierarchy.

2.2 Foundational Community Detection Algorithms

In this section, we review community detection algorithms that are considered “foundational”.

The algorithms described are viewed as foundational because they meet one or more of the

following criteria:

• They are groundbreaking/early approaches which stimulated further research in the area

of community detection.

• They present a novel and innovative approach whose performance characteristics are

competitive with existing algorithms.
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• In current research, they are repeatedly used as the foundation for extensions which pro-

vide added functionality to the core algorithm (e.g., addition of community overlap de-

tection).

• Their acceptance is wide enough to merit inclusion in one or more well-known network

analysis package (e.g. Gephi [BHJ09], Cfinder [PDFV14], Graphviz [GN00]).

A broad class of community detection algorithms may be termed “metric-based heuristic”

algorithms where some network, node, or edge property is calculated across the network by

means of a centralized control process, and optimized to partition the network into communi-

ties. A well-known example of this type of algorithm is the Louvain Method 1 developed by

Blondel et al. [BGLL08]. The algorithm maximizes Girvan-Newman Modularity [NG04] to

discern community structure. Modularity is a quality function based on the idea that random

graphs are not expected to contain cluster structures. It is a ratio between the actual density of

edges in a subgraph and the density we would expect to have if the nodes of the graph were

attached randomly. The algorithm uses an iterative two-phased approach. In the first phase of

each iteration, nodes are assigned to communities in an arrangement that maximizes modularity.

In the second phase, a new network is constructed where nodes in the same community are com-

bined to create a single node. The network resulting from the second phase is the starting point

for the first phase of the next iteration. The algorithm terminates when modularity is maximized

and no additional updates can be made. The output of the algorithm is the hierarchical set of

communities which correspond to each iteration. While the Louvain Method offers a complex-

ity of O(n), it has been shown to have accuracy issues which lead to spurious partitions [For10].

The accuracy issues stem from the use of Girvan-Newman modularity and are described in de-

tail in section 2.6. Despite the accuracy problems, the Louvain Method is incorporated into

several network analysis packages including Gephi, Pajek [BM03], and igraph [CN06].

Another interesting optimization approach is provided by Rosvall et al. [RB08a]. Their al-

gorithm discerns community structure by optimally compressing a description of information

flows through a network. This mechanism is the basis for the popular Infomap [ER14] com-

munity detection package. The algorithm identifies community structure by minimizing the

1Dubbed “Louvain” because the method was devised at Université catholique de Louvain.
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description length of a random walk through the network, where the theoretical minimum is

bounded by the Shannon Entropy Theorem [SPS48] S = −
∑

i pilog2 pi discussed in 2.7. Here,

the random walk models information flow in the network. The path of the walker is represented

by a two-level nomenclature based on Huffman coding [Huf52]. The first level distinguishes

communities in the network. The second level represents nodes within communities. A two

level representation minimalizes path encodings by allowing node names to be duplicated. Node

name reuse is analogous to allowing cities in different states to have identical names without

introducing ambiguity. Optimal community structure is achieved by minimizing the quantity

of information (number of bits) needed to represent the random walk in the path encoding.

The idea being that fewer inter-community steps in the walk yield a more compact encoding.

Inter-community steps require additional encoding to record passage between modules. If com-

munity structure is well-defined, fewer inter-community steps are required. That is, there are

more edges between nodes within the same community than edges going to nodes outside the

community; hence, the next step in a path has a higher probability of staying within the current

community. Given these concepts, community detection is viewed as an optimization problem.

Initially, each node is assigned to its own unique community. Following this assignment, an iter-

ative process is applied which continues until path encodings can no longer be reduced. During

this process, a deterministic greedy search algorithm explores the space of possible combina-

tions of nodes within communities to successively reveal path reductions. The search evaluates

combinations of merged communities and node assignments to these communities. Upon ter-

mination of the iteration process, the algorithm further refines community structure by applying

the simulated annealing optimization technique known as heat-bath [KGV83]. The Infomap

approach has been shown to be fast and accurate. Additionally, the core algorithm has been

extended to include hierarchical community decomposition [RB10], overlapping community

detection [VER11], and concurrent algorithm execution [BHW+13].

A common algorithmic approach to community detection utilizes pattern matching to dis-

cern community structure. An innovative example of this approach is the Clique Percolation

Method (CPM) proposed by Palla et al. [PDFV05]. CPM is the core algorithm used in the pop-

ular CFinder community detection package [PDFV14]. CPM exploits the presence of cliques,

which are a ubiquitous topological feature in social networks, to assign community structure.
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(b) Two Adjacent 4-cliques
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(c) Two 4-clique Communities

Figure 2.6: CPM clique structures used in defining community structure.

A clique is a set of mutually connected nodes; that is, every node in a clique has a connecting

edge to every other node in the clique. A k-clique consists of k mutually connected nodes. Two

k-cliques are regarded as adjacent if they share k − 1 nodes. Palla et al. define a community

as the union of adjacent k-cliques where a path between an any pair of cliques can be achieved

through other k-cliques in the union. Figure 2.6 illustrates the definitions used by Palla et al.

to identify community structure. In a community identified according to these definitions, each

clique may be explored by “rolling” a k-clique template through the community. The rolling

effect is accomplished by laying the template on any k-clique and relocating one of its nodes

while keeping the other k−1 nodes in the template fixed. This rolling template model suggests a

percolation effect; hence the algorithm name. CPM is implemented by the following procedure.

• Determine the largest possible clique size using the node degrees in the network.

• Iteratively find all cliques of a particular size, starting with the largest possible size and

decrementing the clique size for searches until the minimum clique size (3) is achieved.

A variety of optimal algorithms have been developed for identifying all cliques of a par-

ticular size contained in a network. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [BK73] is one efficient

solution to this problem.

• From the cliques found, create a clique-clique overlap matrix where each cell contains the

number of nodes shared between the cliques specified by the row and column numbers.

Note that the diagonal of this matrix indicates the size of each clique.

• Utilize the matrix to selectively identify k-clique communities. With the clique-clique
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overlap matrix, this process is quite simple.

A benefit of CPM is that community overlap is naturally exposed in the clique-clique overlap

matrix. In the matrix, cells containing non-zero values that don’t meet the k − 1 overlap criteria

indicate overlap between distinct communities. The nodes which correspond to these cells,

belong to both communities.

Clique percolation is a conceptually elegant expression of community structure. However,

there are several weaknesses in this approach. First, the algorithm has been shown to have

polynomial time complexity [RMH12]. Indeed, several hours are required to run the CFinder

community detection package on a network containing ten thousand nodes. Hence, the algo-

rithm is impractical for use on large networks containing one million or more nodes. Further,

the memory required to maintain all discovered clique structures is prohibitive in large net-

works. Finally, nodes that do not belong to a clique structure are not reported as belonging to

any community. For example, a peripheral node with multiple edges connecting exclusively to

a particular community is not detected as belonging to that community if it does not have edges

connecting to every other node in the community.

Raghavan et al. [RAK07] introduced a family of community detection algorithms which

utilize label propagation. The Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) is quite simple and offers

near linear time performance. An LPA implementation is provided by the igraph [CN06] toolkit

which is part of the statistical computing and graphics package R [R C13].

LPA begins by assigning a unique label to each node in the network. Following this, an iter-

ative process is used where each node is selected and assigned the label shared by the majority

of its neighbors. To avoid the oscillation of labels among neighboring nodes, LPA performs

asynchronous label updates. In asynchronous updating, a node determining the label of the ma-

jority of its neighbors uses labels from the current and previous iterations. If a neighboring node

has already been processed in the current iteration, its current label is examined. Otherwise, the

label assigned during the previous iteration is used. During an iteration, the order in which

nodes are selected is random. If a tie occurs between the possible labels a node may select, a

label is selected randomly from the set of tied candidate labels. As the algorithm progresses,

labels propagate through the network with individual nodes contained in clusters assuming the

same label. Iterations continue until every node in the network has the label that the majority
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of its neighbors possesses. In other words, the process is complete when densely connected

groups of nodes (i.e., communities) reach a consensus on a unique label. Figure 2.7 shows an

example of label propagation through a small network.
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Figure 2.7: Label propagation demonstrated in a highly connected small network. In this ex-
ample, consensus is achieved in a single iteration.

Random tie breaking in LPA leads to the disadvantage that different community structures

are reported on different runs of the algorithm. As a result, the algorithm must be run a number

of times, with a consensus of the results taken as the true community structure. This ambiguity

may be observed in the simple network shown in Figure 2.8. Arguably, by observing the density

of connections between nodes, this network can be separated into the two distinct communities

shown. Each community has a higher number of edges between community members than

edges going to the peer community. Further, each community has a relatively large number

of triads, indicating social structure. Node 1 has an equal number of edges going to each

community. However, node 1 completes two triads in the red community and one triad in the

blue community, indicating stronger membership to the red community. The LPA provided

by the igraph network analysis package was run ten times on this network with the following

results: (i) in four of the runs, two communities were detected as shown in Figure 2.8, (ii) in four

of the runs, two communities were detected with node 1 in the blue communality, (iii) in two

of the runs, a single community was discerned. The lack of a distinct consensus on community

structure in this simple example suggests that use of LPA on large networks is problematic,

where many instances of unresolved consensus could result in a distorted view of community

structure.

Xie and Szymanski conceived a stabilized version of LPA called LabelRank [XS13]. With

LabelRank, the random tie breaking issue is eliminated by maintaining the probability of as-
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Figure 2.8: Sample network containing two communities which highlight the inconsistency of
LPA and the need for multiple runs to achieve consensus.

signment of each possible label for each node. The label probabilities are stored in an n × n

matrix P, where n is the number of nodes. Rows in the matrix correspond to individual nodes

in the network. Columns are labels that nodes may assume; node IDs are used as labels. Each

cell Pi j in the matrix contains the probability that node i has label j. In conjunction with an

adjacency matrix (again n × n), probabilities are calculated and propagated with each iteration.

Label probabilities for a node are calculated using the probabilities of the node’s neighbors. The

key difference between LabelRank and standard LPA is the retention of label probabilities by

LabelRank. Instead of forcing each node to declare a single community from the most prevalent

community of its neighbors at each iteration (and possibly require the application of random tie

breaking), for each node LabelRank maintains the probabilities of adopting each possible com-

munity through all iterations. At any point in the iterative process, a node is deemed to belong

to the community whose label corresponds to the highest probability in the node’s probabil-

ity matrix row. LabelRank terminates when an overall steady state is achieved. That is, the

difference in the label distribution between consecutive iterations falls below a predetermined

threshold. The amount of memory consumed by the required probability and adjacency matri-

ces is the leading performance concern regarding LabelRank. With large networks (e.g. > 1

million nodes), the memory requirements become exorbitant.

The discussions that follow describe current community detection algorithms that provide

the advanced community detection features previously mentioned: community overlap detec-
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tion, concurrent algorithm execution, and processing of dynamic networks. We note that all of

these algorithms specialize in providing only one of these features, while SOCIAL provides all

three. Indeed, no other community detection algorithm is known that provides all three of these

features.

2.3 Community Overlap Detection

As discussed in Section 1, community overlap is indeed a significant property of real-world

networks and cannot be ignored in a comprehensive analysis of community structure. Overlap-

ping community structure in a network is expressed notationally as a cover (set of communities)

C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}, and a membership vector for each node ni of ui = [ui1, ui2, ..., uik] [Bez81].

Each element of a node’s membership vector indicates the belonging coefficient, or belonging-

ness, of the node to the community corresponding to the element’s position in the vector, where

offsets in the membership vector correlate to offsets of communities listed in the cover set.

In current overlapping community detection research, two approaches exist for expressing

community overlap among nodes [Gre11]. The first approach, most commonly referred to as

crisp overlap, provides a binary representation of community belongingness. Here, a node ei-

ther belongs to a community, or it doesn’t. The membership vector of each node consists of a

sequence of zeros and ones, where a zero indicates the node is a not a member of the corre-

sponding community, and a one indicates membership. For example, a cover C = {c1, c2, c3, c4}

and a membership vector for node n1 of ui = [1, 1, 1, 0] indicate that node n1 belongs to com-

munities c1, c2, and c3, but not c4. The second approach, known as fuzzy overlap, provides a

quantitative level of belongingness of each node to each community. The advantages of pro-

viding a fuzzy rendering of community overlap are detailed by Gregory in [Gre11]. With fuzzy

membership, vectors consist of rational numbers where

|C|∑
k=1

nik = 1. (2.7)

Using the sample coverage of four communities described above, a fuzzy representation of

the membership vector of node n1 might be expressed as ui = [0.05, 0.70, 0.25, 0.0]. This
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rendering indicates primary membership in community c2 (70 percent), limited membership in

communities c1 (5 percent) and c3 (25 percent), and no membership in community c4.

A fuzzy analysis presents a more realistic and informative view of community structure

than the crisp model. For example, in a network of email correspondence between students

(students are nodes, and edges represent email exchanges) in four university departments where

the coverage C = {mathematics, computer science, electrical engineering, biology}, the fuzzy

membership vector [0.05, 0.70, 0.25, 0.0] of a particular student allows discernment of infor-

mation regarding that student. This membership vector reveals that the student is probably a

computer science major. Further, the student’s interest in computer science is oriented toward

the implementation of computer systems (i.e., interest in electrical engineering). However, the

crisp representation, [1, 1, 1, 0], merely indicates affiliations of the student among departments.

A fuzzy rendering of community membership is easily converted to a crisp representation.

The conversion is done by means of a threshold parameter. The threshold is a quantitative

boundary that is used to translate the belonging coefficient of each element in a fuzzy member-

ship vector to a binary indication (belongs, or does not belong). If a vector entry is at or above

the boundary, the node belongs to the community. Otherwise, if an entry is below the boundary,

the node does not belong to the community. For example, if the threshold is 0.10 (10 percent),

the fuzzy membership vector [0.05, 0.70, 0.25, 0.0] translates to the crisp membership vector

[0, 1, 1, 0].

SOCIAL provides a comprehensive set of views of community structure. By default, SO-

CIAL presents a fuzzy community discernment in form of the membership vectors described.

Additionally, the SOCIAL package includes a utility program that converts the fuzzy interpre-

tation into crisp (binary) vectors based on a specified threshold parameter. A crisp view of

community structure is useful for performance comparisons between SOCIAL and other com-

munity detection algorithms that are limited to binary membership vectors. Finally, SOCIAL

provides a disjoint view of community, where each node is assigned to a single community.

Here, node community is assigned probabilistically from the set of communities to which a

node may possibly belong. The probabilistic selection is based on node entropy calculations

described in Section 3.

As described in Section 2.2, a considerable disadvantage of the Clique Percolation Method
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is the failure to assign communities to nodes that are not part of a k-clique structure. Figure

2.9 illustrates this issue with a small network. In this network, CPM fails to assign six of the

nodes to any of the communities found: 5, 6, 10, 16, 17, and 18. These nodes make up one

third of the network and their absence from the reported community structure demonstrates

the severity of the issue. In the network shown, CPM discovers three 4-clique communities.
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Figure 2.9: In the network shown, CPM discovers three 4-clique communities. However, nodes
5, 6, 10, 16, 17, and 18 are not assigned to a community.

However, nodes 5, 6, 10, 16, 17, and 18 are not assigned to a community. Maity et al. propose a

solution to this issue with Extended Clique Percolation Method (ECPM) [MR14]. ECPM uses

the standard CPM algorithm to identify core communities. Following community identification,

ECPM examines each left out node and assigns them to the community they ostensibly belong

to. To accomplish this assignment, a belonging coefficient is calculated for each of the isolated

nodes with respect to each community. The belonging coefficient is calculated as:

B(i, c) =
∑

jϵc Ai j

ki
, (2.8)

where, ki is defined as

ki =
∑
cϵC

∑
jϵc

Ai j (2.9)
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and A is the adjacency matrix of the network. Conceptually, Equation 2.8 is simply the ratio of

the number of node i’s edges to a particular community c compared to the number of node i’s

edges in all communities in the network. Belonging coefficients are in the range of 0 ≤ B(i, c) ≤

1, where a value of one indicates that all of a node i’s edges are contained in community c, and

a value of zero indicates none of node i’s edges are connected to community c. In assigning

omitted nodes to communities, Maity et al. discovered that similar or redundant communities

are often produced. To overcome this issue, they perform a comparison between each pair

of communities using the Jaccard Index [Jac01] to measure their similarity. If the Jaccard

Index for two communities is larger then a threshold parameter t, they are merged into a single

community. Employing these concepts, the ECPM algorithm consists of the following steps.

• Run the standard CPM algorithm to identify core communities.

• Assign omitted nodes to the core communities using the belonging coefficient calculation.

• Iteratively measure the similarity of communities utilizing the Jaccard Index, and merge

pairs of communities which meet the merge threshold criteria t.

While CPM compares unfavorably to other community detection algorithms because of the

node omission issue, the authors demonstrate significant improvements using ECPM on various

small real-world networks. However, they note that the complexity of the algorithm prohibits it

from executing successfully on large networks. Interestingly, the proposed belonging coefficient

could be used to upgrade CPM from a crisp community depiction to a fuzzy representation by

applying the calculation to each node in the network (instead of the omitted nodes only). The

results of these calculations would reveal the quantitative level of belongingness of each node

to each community. The authors do not consider this enhancement, probably because of the

complexity issue.

Zhang et al. [ZCLZ16] utilize a combination of label propagation and Newman Girvan

[NG04] modularity optimization techniques to discern fuzzy community structure. Their algo-

rithm, named Membership-Degree Propagation (MDP), begins by establishing an initial cover

of the network through the selection of seed nodes. Seed nodes are selected based on topolog-

ical characteristics that indicate local (community) centrality. Local centrality is evaluated for
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each node in the network based on two criteria. The first criterion is node degree D(n). Nodes

with a higher degree are generally more central to the communities they belong to. The second

criterion measures local centrality by means of the equation:

DN(ni) =
∑

n j∈Ni

D(n j), (2.10)

where DN(ni) is defined as the degree of node ni’s neighborhood, D(n j) is the degree of node

n j, and Ni is the neighborhood of node ni. Here, a lower value of DN(ni) indicates a higher

local centrality for node ni. Using these two criteria, nodes are sorted into a seed queue

S = {si | si ∈ N} in which D(si) ≥ D(si+1) and DN(si) ≤ DN(si+1). Clearly, all nodes can-

not be viewed as community seeds. Hence, the seed queue is pruned by discarding nodes of

degree less than a threshold parameter Ts. Following generation of the community seed queue,

the membership vectors of each node are initialized. Each vector element (belonging coef-

ficient) of the non-seed nodes is assigned an equal fractional value such that equation 2.7 is

satisfied. Note that the number of communities |C| corresponds to the size of the seed queue.

Seed node membership vectors are initialized to all zeros with the exception of the element

corresponding to the node’s position in the seed queue. This vector element is assigned a value

of one. At this point, an iterative process is applied to determine community structure using

the label propagation paradigm. During each iteration, non-seed node belonging coefficients

are calculated as the weighted average of those of its neighbors. Additionally, within each it-

eration, a modularity optimization procedure is utilized that converts seed nodes to non-seed

nodes if modularity can be improved. Cancelation of a seed node results in the merging of the

“canceled” community into surrounding communities. The iterations continue until the belong-

ing coefficients ui∀ni converge, where convergence is realized when the overall variance is ≤ a

pre-defined parameter ϵS . Finally, after the iterative process is terminated, the Louvain method

(modularity optimization) is applied to the network to further refine community structure. If a

community is eliminated during this process, the corresponding column is removed from the

membership vectors, and the remaining values are scaled to meet the requirement specified by

equation 2.7. The quality of community structure produced by MDP is measured in several

ways including: (i) NMI comparisons using LFR benchmark datasets (crisp comparisons), (ii)
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the Fuzzy Rand Index [HRHS12], and (iii) a “soft” modularity Qg [HBL+13] devised to evalu-

ate the results of fuzzy community detection. Using these metrics, MDP results are compared

favorably with other overlapping community detection algorithms such as BNMTF [ZY12] and

NMF [PRES11]. Although MPD performs well in the tests presented, several concerns arise

with the algorithm. First, given the issues with Newman Girvan modularity, MDP’s dependence

on this metric could lead to inaccuracies. The authors concede this problem and point out that

MDP may be viewed as a framework that could utilize quality metrics other than modularity.

Second, as demonstrated in the experimental results, Ts, the threshold for limiting the set of

seed nodes, strongly impacts the outcome of the algorithm. No clear strategy for choosing Ts is

discernable, and none is provided. Finally, during MDP execution, the belonging coefficients of

seed nodes are never updated. For a seed node, the belonging coefficient corresponding to the

community being generated (by the seed node) is initialized to one, and all other coefficients

are initialized to zero. These coefficient values remain fixed for all nodes that persist as seeds.

This treatment of seed nodes seems unrealistic since these nodes (like any other node) probably

belong to more than one community.

An interesting distinction between SOCIAL and a label propagation approach such as MDP

may be observed in the belonging coefficients produced for peripheral nodes (i.e., nodes that

have no neighbors in surrounding communities). With label propagation, the belonging coeffi-

cients of these nodes indicate overlapped membership rather than membership in a single com-

munity. Conversely, SOCIAL reports these nodes as belonging exclusively to their surrounding

community. For example, in a network containing four communities where C = {c1, c2, c3, c4},

and ni with all neighboring nodes in c1, SOCIAL reports the belonging coefficients of ni as

ui = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]. However, a label propagation algorithm would report the coefficients

as [< 1, > 0, > 0, > 0] with the variance from a binary specification being dependent on the

overlap characteristics of ni‘s neighbors (and neighbor’s neighbors, and so on). That is, over-

lapped membership results from influence propagated to peripheral nodes from actual overlap-

ping nodes. Certainly, the label propagation representation could be quite misleading, depend-

ing on the level of overlap of other nodes in ni‘s community. The label propagation rendering

of peripheral nodes is not incorrect. Similar to indeterminate definitions of community, no au-

thoritative definition of the meaning of belonging coefficients exists. Indeed, [XKS13] et al.
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observe that “...the belonging factor is often solely a set of artificial weights. It may not have a

clear or unambiguous physical meaning”. However, we believe the approach used by SOCIAL

is more intuitive and correct. To illustrate this assertion, imagine belonging to an on-line so-

cial network dedicated to the study of horticulture. Within the horticulture site, you correspond

with a person who is also an enthusiastic participant in a site that focuses on discussions of the

outcome of recent professional football games. You have never visited the football site, as you

have no interest in football. Further, you have no knowledge of the person’s enthusiasm for

football or membership in the football site. Hence, you would not consider yourself a member

of the football site at any level.

The InfoMap approach to community detection described in Section 2.2 is extended by Es-

quivel and Rosvall [VER11] to provide community overlap detection capability in an algorithm

named Fuzzy Infomap. Although the authors name the algorithm “Fuzzy Infomap”, according

to the most widely used definitions concerning community detection [Gre11], the method pro-

duces a crisp overlap description. Infomap takes advantage of regularities in a random walk to

minimize path encoding. It exploits the duality between minimizing the encoding of the path

of a random walker and emergent community structure. This minimization is achieved by tak-

ing advantage of regularities in the path of the random walker. Fuzzy Infomap map extends

this paradigm by allowing boundary nodes, which provide pathways between communities, to

belong to multiple communities. That is, the codebook defined for each community associated

with a boundary node contains an entry for the node. Intra-community steps by the random

walker are expensive because their encoding requires a special exit code and the code of the

community being entered. Allowing boundary nodes to belong to multiple communities signif-

icantly reduces intra-community steps. For example, Figure 2.10a shows a disjoint community

structure with communities A and B, where a boundary node i has three edges in community

A and three edges in community B. Here, node i is assigned to community A. As shown in

the figure, the random walker crosses the community boundary five times, incurring the bound-

ary encoding cost each time a crossing is made. Fuzzy Infomap mitigates this overhead by

allowing i to be defined in both communities, as seen in 2.10b. With node i belonging to both

communities, the random path crosses the community boundary only once.

The algorithm begins with the disjoint community structure produced by the original In-
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i

Community 1 Community 2

(a) Assigning node i exclusively to Community
1 results in the random path crossing the com-
munity boundary five times.

ii1 i2

Community 2Community 1

(b) Assigning node i to both communities re-
sults in the random path crossing the community
boundary one time.

Figure 2.10: Minimizing random path encoding by assigning boundary nodes to multiple com-
munities.

fomap method and focuses on boundary nodes which provide pathways between communities.

With the disjoint community structure as input, Fuzzy Infomap applies an iterative process

which consists of the following steps:

• Each boundary node is temporarily assigned, one at a time, to each of its neighboring

communities and the overall change in path encoding is calculated. The result of the

each temporary assignment is recorded as a 3-tuple containing (node, extra-community,

change in path encoding).

• The 3-tuples are sorted according to path encoding change, from best to worst.

• A quadratic fitting algorithm is iteratively applied to the ordered list of 3-tuples to deter-

mine the number of best changes that produce the minimum path encoding. The use of

quadratic fitting is an optimization which allows the algorithm to avoid the costly process

of evaluating a possibly very large set of 3-tuples to find the number required to achieve

the global encoding minimum when included in the solution.

• The solution determined in the previous step is applied to the global path description.

Similar to Infomap, iterations terminate when further path compression cannot be achieved.

The authors demonstrate Fuzzy Infomap performance by applying it to several “small” real-

world networks. The results are evaluated in terms of level of path compression achieved,

and the ratio of overlapping to non-overlapping nodes reported. Although the results appear

to be reasonable, no ground truth data is available to gage correctness. Additionally, Fuzzy
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Infomap is run on a variety of 1000 node synthetic networks generated by the LFR bench-

mark [LF09]. In this experiment, the level of community overlap is varied. The results are

compared to community structure reported by other crisp community detection algorithms in-

cluding OSLOM [LRRF10], Clique Percolation [PDFV05], and Link Communities [ABL10].

Results between the algorithms are similar. However, all of the algorithms, with the exception

Link Communities, have difficulty with networks containing a high degree of overlap. The

leading concern regarding Fuzzy Infomap performance is the computational overhead of main-

taining minimal path encoding. This overhead may be prohibitive on large (greater than 10,000

nodes) networks. The issue is not addressed or resolved other than the authors stating that “...for

medium-sized networks, multiple iterations are feasible”.

2.4 Concurrency in Community Detection Algorithms

In this section, we explore several community detection algorithms that have been optimized

to process large-scale networks at high speed. In order to achieve high performance, commu-

nity detection algorithm must take advantage of the concurrent execution capabilities offered by

present-day computer architectures. In these architectures, multi-core processers provide mul-

tiple CPUs which are tightly coupled for extremely fast communication and control. Further,

hyper-threading technology adds parallelism by implementing “virtual” CPUs. With hyper-

threading, if one virtual CPU is stalled and waiting, another virtual CPU is allocated the exe-

cution resources of the processor. Monolithic community detection algorithms which rely on

centralized control to analyze networks cannot utilize this technology. As will be demonstrated,

SOCIAL can easily leverage these architectures because each node makes decisions indepen-

dently regarding community participation. As a result of this independence, decisions may

be made concurrently. In the extreme, if enough processors were available, each node could

execute on a different processor.

The first concurrent algorithm examined is the Speaker-Listener Label Propagation Algo-

rithm (SLPA) developed by Kuzmin et al. [KSS13]. SLPA is a variation of the LPA [RAK07]

approach discussed in Section 2.2. SLPA parallelizes LPA by partitioning networks and assign-

ing each partition to an independently executed processing thread for label exchanges. Busy-
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wait synchronization is performed to keep each processing component synchronized during an

iteration. At the of end each iteration, label assignments are exchanged between threads to

maintain consistency. Performance was evaluated on a network consisting of 1,087,562 nodes,

where nodes had a rather sparse average degree of 2.84. A supercomputer class IBM Blue

Gene/Q was used to run the evaluation, with the number of processors used incrementally in-

creased to 1024. Emergence of community structure required an impressive time of 6.67 sec-

onds utilizing 1024 processors. Notably, the time recorded for 512 processor was significantly

less, at 4.412 seconds. The evaluation does not appear to include the time required for ingesting

and parsing the network. Further, community detection accuracy is not evaluated or discussed.

While SLPA achieves impressive performance results, a super computing paradigm is required

to attain these results. Clearly, the synchronization mechanism and complex label exchange

process would strongly impact performance in a less powerful computing environment. While

SOCIAL certainly may be applied in a super computing environment to achieve very high per-

formance, it offers high performance in ubiquitous computing environments available to any

network researcher.

Bae et al. [BHW+13] introduce a flow-based algorithm, RelaxMap, which adds concurrency

features to the Infomap [RB08b] community detection method (refer to Section 2.2 for a com-

plete description of Infomap). RelaxMap parallelizes the path encoding optimization process

while maintaining partition accuracy. Bae et al. achieve concurrency in the iterative procedure

of evaluating assignments of individual nodes to communities by allocating the evaluations

to independent concurrent threads. A locking scheme is implemented to eliminate scenarios

where node assignment to communities cancel each other out. Compelling performance gains

are demonstrated. However, the level of improvement does not correspond to perfect paral-

lelism. That is, applying eight threads is far from improving performance by eight-fold. It is

not clear how much of this loss in parallelism may by attributed to locking as opposed to the di-

minishing returns seen in applying multiple processors to a computing problem (i.e., Amdahl’s

Law [Amd67]). Bae et al. concede that the locking mechanism used inhibits the level of paral-

lelization attained. Future work will be done to explore fine grain locking schemes. RelaxMap

does not support community overlap detection or processing of dynamic network updates.

Prat-Pérez et al. [PDL14] propose a metric based algorithm called Scalable Community De-
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tection (SCD). SCD performs community detection by maximizing the metric Weighted Com-

munity Clustering (WCC) [PPDSBLP12] which is based on triangle (triad) structures in com-

munities. WCC doesn’t have the modularity issues seen in Girvan-Newman Modularity [FB07].

Further, in [PPDSBLP12], Prat-Pérez et al. show that WCC satisfies fundamental properties re-

quired for accurate evaluation of community structure. SCD employs a two phase process. In

the first phase, a coarse-grained estimate of community structure is produced by utilizing the

clustering coefficient of each node. Using this initial community structure, the second phase it-

eratively refines community structure by reassigning nodes to communities with the goal of op-

timizing WCC. During the refinement phase, an inventive mechanism is used to estimate WCC

values, thereby significantly reducing processing overhead. The algorithm terminates when im-

provements to the WCC score fall below a configurable threshold. The authors compare SCD

performance to the performance of various “state-of-the-art” community detection algorithms.

In this test, SCD runs in single-threaded mode because the majority of the algorithms used for

comparison are single threaded. Experimental results show that the community discernment

speed of SDD exceeds the performance of the other community detection algorithms. More-

over, SDD is shown to be at least as accuracy accurate as the algorithms used for comparison.

Prat-Pérez go on to demonstrate the scaling in performance of SDD when executed to utilize

multiple threads. SDD’s performance scaling ability is significant, but does not meet the expec-

tations of a truly parallelized application. A description of collision management (i.e., locking)

is not provided. Also, an evaluation of the accuracy of multi-threaded execution is not provided,

and would be an interesting addition to the analysis. Prat-Pérez et al. describe SCD as a disjoint

community detection algorithm. That is, SCD doesn’t reveal community overlap. This capa-

bility will be explored in future work. However, while algorithms such as SOCIAL inherently

yield community overlap, adding overlap detection to SCD may add significant complexity.

2.5 Dynamic Community Detection Algorithms

Many systems that take the form of networks are constantly evolving. For example, on a very

large scale, the internet may be viewed as a network where websites are nodes and hyperlinks

between websites are edges. Over time, new websites appear and grow in popularity, while
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interest in existing websites may diminish, or websites may disappear entirely. Similarly, the

number of hyperlinks connecting to a website vacillates in accordance to the importance or

popularity of the site.

Dynamic (temporal) community detection algorithms capture the evolution of networks in

the communities presented. Snapshots of the community structure of an evolving network over

time expose significant events and trends in a network. The disappearance or splitting of a com-

munity over a period of time begs the question of the network analyst “What happened to cause

this event?”. Undoubtedly, if network analysis is limited to a single snapshot of community

structure, valuable information is lost.

Static community detection algorithms may be used to periodically capture different snap-

shots of community structure as a network evolves. However, use of these algorithms is time

consuming and inefficient because the entire network must be processed with each captured

view. Indeed, for very large dynamic networks, the number of snapshots taken by a static al-

gorithm is limited by the amount of time required to re-process the entire network. That is,

if an algorithm requires eight hours to process a very large network, snapshots of community

structure of community structure are limited to eight hour intervals. Therefore, for temporal

analysis of community structure, a dynamic community detection algorithm is highly advanta-

geous. Ideally, a dynamic community detection algorithm has the capability to process network

updates in real-time, building on previously established community structure, and localizing

processing to include only areas of the network affected by a change. SOCIAL provides these

dynamic community detection capabilities. It continuously executes, processing network up-

dates in real-time. Further, with SOCIAL, only nodes impacted by an update are perturbed into

a re-evaluation of their community.

Updates to a continuously evolving network may be viewed as a stream of updates. At the

finest level of granularity, these updates consist of the following four atomic actions:

1. Add node (Adding a node without edges results in a new community with the added node

as its sole member)

2. Remove node (results in removal of all edges connected to the node)

3. Add edge
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4. Remove edge

The impact of any one of these actions on community structure is dependent upon the impor-

tance of the node or edge being updated. For example, removal of a node that is central to a

community may result in a split of a community into two separate communities and affect many

nodes.

The remainder of this section presents a review of several current dynamic community de-

tection algorithms. The algorithms described each utilize one of the foundational community

detection approaches described in Section 2.2. The core algorithm is initially applied to what-

ever aggregated static data is available. Then, as the network evolves, updates are received

through an external interface. Updates are incorporated by limiting the algorithm through use

of a localization strategy with the goal of minimizing the amount work that must be done to

absorb each change.

Xie, Chen, and Boleslaw enhanced the LabelRank algorithm discussed in Section 2.2 to

support dynamic community detection. The algorithm, named LabelRankT [XCS13], uses the

label propagation paradigm (stabilized in LabelRank) to efficiently process incremental network

updates. LabelRankT receives a stream of atomic updates as previously described. With each

update, the algorithm determines the set of nodes that are changed by the update. Here, a

change in a node is defined as a modification of the node’s neighborhood. That is, between two

consecutive iterations of the algorithm at times t1 and t2 the neighborhoods of node i are not

equal (i.e., Nt
i , N

t−1
i ). Following identification of the changed nodes, the LabelRank algorithm

is iteratively applied to the changed nodes and their neighbors. In other words, to localize the

impact of a network update, the label probability matrix entries associated with changed nodes

and the neighbors of changed nodes are recalculated. The label probabilities of all other nodes

are left unchanged.

LabelRankT performance was evaluated in terms of Girvan-Newman Modularity [NG04]

(see Section 2.6 for description) and execution time. Using these metrics, LabelRankT com-

pared favorably with two other dynamic community detection algorithms. Despite encouraging

performance on the networks tested, limiting the propagation of label probabilities to changed

nodes and their neighbors is problematic. Consider the example shown in Figure 2.11. In Figure

2.11a, two distinct communities are shown in a network. As the network evolves, eight edges
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(a) Initial community structure.
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(b) Community structure after eight edges are
sequentially added.

Figure 2.11: Limiting network update propagation to changed nodes and neighbors of changed
nodes in LabelRankT results in the distortion of community structure. Important information
regarding topological evolution is blocked from reaching impacted nodes.

are sequentially inserted as shown in Figure 2.11b. With these insertions, nodes 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9 are “changed nodes” (i.e., their neighborhoods have changed). Nodes 2, 4, 10, and 11

are neighbors of changed nodes. Hence, the label probabilities are recalculated and propagated

for all nodes except nodes 1 and 12. That is, nodes 1 and 12 are not changed nodes and are not

neighbors of changed nodes. As a result, they do not receive information regarding the updates.

As Community 1 absorbs Community 2, node 12 is unaware of this evolution and incorrectly

remains the sole member of the residual Community 2. We argue that, with LabelRankT, these

distortions in community structure accumulate and are built upon over time to present a inac-

curate view of community structure. In contrast, SOCIAL does not artificially limit the flow of

network update information. While updates are localized, they are naturally “sensed” by all im-

pacted nodes. Further, changes in community structure undulate through the network allowing

affected nodes to re-evaluate community affiliations.

He and Chen [HC15] revisit the metric optimization approach to community detection,

adding dynamic network processing capabilities. Specifically, they update the Louvain Method

[BGLL08] to include dynamic network support. This dynamic support is based on the obser-

vation that with each network update “nodes whose connections have not changed remain in

the the same community”. As network updates are received, nodes whose connections have

not changed remain in their agglomerated single “node” entities that represent communities.
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(a) Initial state with a single community, com-
munity 1 colored blue (a 4-clique community
by the CPM definition).
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(b) Community structure after four edges are
removed. Nodes whose connections have
changed are colored grey.
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(c) As per the He and Chen algorithm, nodes
whose connections have not changed are ag-
glomerated back into their original communi-
ties (in this case, all are in community 1), and
“changed” nodes are cast into individual new
communities. There are now 5 communities
1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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(d) The Louvain method is applied to commu-
nities 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. All communities are
absorbed back into community 1 (expanded
to show all nodes). Note that although the
two sets of nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 6, 7, 8 have
no edges between them, the algorithm places
them in the same community.

Figure 2.12: Example of the failure of the He and Chen algorithm to correctly render community
structure when a community is split into two disjoint subnetworks.

However, nodes that have changed are each assigned to unique new communities, with each

new community containing a single node. Following this assignment, modularity optimization

is performed on the network, advertent to the standard Louvain Method. This approach is fast

and indeed localizes the impact of network updates. However, as with LabelRankT, the local-

ization strategy proposed by He and Chen is too restrictive in minimizing the impact of network

updates. With this method, distortions in community structure occur. As shown in Figure 2.12,

these distortions are particularly evident when a community split occurs. In Figure 2.12, edges

are removed to split a community into two disjoint sets of densely connected nodes. Intuitively,

these two subnetworks should form two new communities. However, using the He and Chen

approach, they remain in the same community. This error is exasperated as the network evolves

and further updates are applied to the erroneous structure, leading to a inaccurate representation
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of overall community structure.

Ma and Huang [MH13] present a dynamic community detection algorithm that builds on

concepts established by Palla et al. in the Clique Percolation Method (CPM) [PDFV05]. In

this algorithm, named Community Update and Tracking CUT, 3-cliques (triads) are used as

the building blocks for communities. While CPM pattern matches for k-cliques of a specified

size, CUT generalizes the use of cliques by recognizing that any k-clique with k > 3 can be

decomposed into a number of 3-cliques. Further, the definition of adjacent cliques differs be-

tween CUT and CPM. With CPM, two cliques are adjacent if the share a common node. CUT

requires that adjacent cliques share a common edge. Like CPM, CUT defines a community as

a sequence of adjacent cliques. That is, if clique1 and clique2 share an edge, and clique2 shares

an edge with clique3, all three cliques are placed in the same community.

CUT begins by using the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [BK73] to identify all 3-cliques in the

initial static network to be analyzed. From the set of 3-cliques found, a bipartite graph is

constructed using two node sets. The first set consists of 3-cliques where the nodes of each

3-clique are aggregated into a single node (labeled Cl1, Cl2, Cl3...). The second set of nodes

represents the edges that form triads in the network. These nodes are labeled with the node

IDs of the node pair that forms the edge in the original network. In the bipartite graph, an

edge is added between two nodes if a triad from the first set of nodes uses an edge contained

in the second node set. In terms of the bipartite graph, a community is defined as a set of

3-cliques that are connected by a path through the graph. Figure 2.13b shows the bipartite

graph constructed from a simple network (2.13a). After ingest of the initial static network,

communities are discovered through a process which employs a depth first search to expose

paths between all triads in the bipartite graph. In Figure 2.13b, a path exists between Cl1 and

Cl2; hence, they belong to the same community.

Dynamic network updates are managed in terms of 3-clique transformations which are

maintained in the bipartite graph. Two operations are possible: the addition of a 3-clique and

the removal of a 3-clique. With each of these operations, the corresponding edges are also

added or removed in the graph. If a network update does not result in the addition or removal

of a 3-clique from the bipartite graph, no action is taken. Unfortunately, after each update,

the global path discovery process is applied to recalculate the paths between 3-cliques. This
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(c) CUT finds two communities.

Figure 2.13: Example of the application of CUT to a subnetwork where two communities are
discovered based on the path between 3-cliques.
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global process is unnecessary. Certainly, the bipartite graph could be supplemented with data

structures to facilitate localization of path maintenance.

Although the approach described by Ma and Huang is compelling, it is flawed in several

ways. First, the definition of community used by CUT is overly restrictive. We argue that

the subnetwork shown in Figure 2.13a should be viewed as a single community. Splitting

this densely connected structure into two components results in a microscopic depiction of

community structure that obscures meaningful interpretation. In a network composed of many

of these topological features (and a variety other incomplete triad motifs), CUT presents an

overly fragmented and complex view of community structure. Second, the algorithm does not

succeed in localizing updates. The depth first search, performed after each update to recalculate

paths between 3-cliques, operates over the entire network and adds significant complexity to

the algorithm. Finally, the mechanism used to manage peripheral nodes (i.e., nodes that are not

connected to a community via a triad structure), is clumsy. If a peripheral node has a degree ≥

2 or has a neighbor with a degree ≥ 2, it is assigned to the community that the majority of its

edges connect to. Otherwise, if a node has a single edge and its neighbor has a single edge, it

is cast into a community containing only that node as the sole member. This policy results in

further fragmentation and unnecessary complexity in community structure.

2.6 Community Quality Metrics

Newman and Girvan [NG04] define a community quality metric which they call modularity.

Modularity provides a quality metric that does not require meta-data or a priori knowledge

of network structure. It may be used to evaluate a final network partition, or to determine

the stopping point for an iterative community detection algorithm. Modularity measures the

difference between the ratio of edges with both endpoints within the same community and

the ratio of edges with both endpoints within the same community if connections are made

randomly on the same network with observance of node degree. In other words, a partition is

considered “good” if it is significantly different from what is seen in a randomized model, and
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“bad" if the difference is small. The calculation of modularity is shown in equation 2.11 [NG04]

Q =
k∑

i=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ei

m
−

(
di

2m

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.11)

where ei is the number of edges in community i, di is the degree of community i, and m is the

total number of edges in the network.

In equation 2.11, the term ei
m is the ratio of edges within community i compared to the total

number of edges in the network. Intuitively, the sum of this term over all communities seems

like a reasonable quality indicator on its own. A sum approaching the value of one indicates

a large number of the total edges that begin and end within the same community. However,

this term alone is insufficient because the partition of a network into a single community would

yield the highest possible score of 1, which is inconsistent with the idea of a “good” community

partition. To resolve this issue, the second term,
(

di
2m

)2
, is included. This term represents

the expected ratio of within-community edges if all edges of the community are connected

randomly throughout the network while preserving the size and degree sequence of the original

network. It is derived from the probability of two nodes i and j being connected in a random

network with observance of node degree [For10]:

(
did j

)
4m2 , (2.12)

where di is the degree of node i, d j is the degree of node j, and m is the total number of edges.

Equation 2.12 extends to expected edges between communities i and j, and for the modularity

calculation, expected edges within a single community i. Hence, equation 2.12 becomes (didi)
4m2 .

Figure 2.14 shows a simple example which demonstrates the modularity calculation. The

example shows two community partitions of four cliques with each clique consisting of five

nodes. The partition on the left intuitively seems better than the partition on the right, and

indeed, the partition on the left has a higher modularity value. Unfortunately, the consis-

tency between intuition and modularity does not hold for larger networks. Fortunato and

Barthélemy [FB07] demonstrate a resolution problem with the modularity metric. They begin

by considering two communities i and j within a network. Two modularity values are calculated:
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(didj)

4m2
, (2.4)

where di is the degree of node i, dj is the degree of node j, and m is the total number

of edges. Equation 2.4 extends to expected edges between communities i and i, and

for the modularity calculation, expected edges within a single community i. Hence,

equation 2.4 becomes (didi)
4m2 =

(
di
2m

)2

Figure 2.4 shows a simple example which demonstrates the modularity calculation.

The example shows two community partitions of four cliques with each clique consisting

Figure 2.4: A simple modularity example where colors represent distinct communities.
The partition on the left has modularity Q = 0.7418, the partition on the right has
modularity Q = 0.6199

of five nodes. The partition on the left intuitively seems better than the partition on

the right, and indeed, the partition on the left has a higher modularity value. Un-

fortunately, the consistency between intuition and modularity does not hold for larger

networks. Fortunato and Barthélemy [FB07] demonstrate a resolution problem with

the modularity metric. They begin by considering two communities i and j within a

network. Two modularity values are calculated: i) QA where the communities remain

separate, and ii) QB where the communities are merged. ∆QAB represents the change

in modularity: QB − QA resulting from the two operations. If ∆QAB is positive, the

merge of the two communities results in an increase in modularity, and hence would be

used by a partitioning algorithm. Conversely, if ∆QAB is negative, the merge would

result in a loss of modularity and be rejected. The following equations show the calcu-

lation of ∆QAB. In the equations, the term Q0 is the modularity contribution of the

Figure 2.14: A simple modularity example where colors represent distinct communities. The
partition on the left has modularity Q = 0.7418, the partition on the right has modularity Q =
0.6199.

i) QA where the communities remain separate, and ii) QB where the communities are merged.

∆QAB represents the change in modularity: QB−QA resulting from the two operations. If ∆QAB

is positive, the merge of the two communities results in an increase in modularity, and hence

would be used by a partitioning algorithm. Conversely, if ∆QAB is negative, the merge would

result in a loss of modularity and be rejected. The following equations show the calculation of

∆QAB. In the equations, the term Q0 is the modularity contribution of the other communities in

the network. Q0 has the same value for the calculations of QA and QB.

QA = Q0 +
ei

m
−

(
di

2m

)
+

e j

m
−

(
d j

2m

)
, (2.13)

QB = Q0 +
ei + e j + ei j

m
−

(
di + d j

2m

)
, (2.14)

∆QAB = QB - QA =(
Q0 +

ei + e j + ei j

m
−

(
di + d j

2m

))
−

(
Q0 +

ei + e j

m
−

(
di + d j

2m

))
. (2.15)
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By canceling out and rearranging the terms, ∆QAB becomes:

∆QAB =
ei j

m
−

did j

2m
. (2.16)

In the equations above, ei j is the number of edges between the two communities. From equation

2.16, ∆QAB is positive, and thus indicates a preference for merging, when

ei j

m
>

did j

2m
. (2.17)

Surprisingly, equation 2.17 indicates that the decision to merge is independent of the internal

structure of the communities. Instead, the decision to merge is favored if the number of edges

between the two communities exceeds the expected number of edges in a random network with

the same degree sequence. This issue becomes increasingly prevalent in larger network as the

number of expected edges between communities in the random model falls below one. In this

case, a single edge between two communities would result in a merge.

Going back to the example in Figure 2.14, how many cliques could be added to the net-

work before the modularity metric would favor the merging of cliques? Equation 2.17 may be

simplified for cliques connected by a single edge:

1 >
d2

2m
or m >

d2

2
. (2.18)

Given that each clique in the network has a degree of 18, merging will be favored if the total

number of edges in the network is > 162. If the network in Figure 2.14 is extended to contain

16 cliques, the total number of edges becomes 176. Using equation 2.18 on this extended net-

work, it is expected that the modularity calculation will show a preference for the merging of

cliques. In Figure 2.15, indeed, this preference is demonstrated. As more cliques are added

to the network in Figure 2.15, the difference between modularity scores becomes more pro-

nounced as the expected number of inter-community edges in the random model, did j
2m , becomes

smaller. Another interesting observation is that the partition on the right, where all cliques are

merged in pairs, produces the optimal modularity over all other partitions. This is true because,

if more than two cliques are merged, the ratio did j
2m becomes larger than one, thus prohibiting the
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merge. For example, if three cliques are merged in the network shown in Figure 2.15, equation

2.18 becomes 1 > 2d2

2m or 2m, or 1 > 648
352 352 , which is false. The resolution problem of the

2.2. Community Quality Metrics 10

Given that each clique in the network has a degree of 18, merging will be favored if the

total number of edges in the network is > 162. If the network in figure 2.4 is extended to

contain 16 cliques, the total number of edges becomes 176. Using equation 2.10 on this

extended network, it is expected that the modularity calculation will show a preference

for the merging of cliques. In figure 2.5, indeed, this preference is demonstrated. As
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Figure 2.5: A modularity example where each node Ki represents a clique containing 5
members. The partition on the left yields the lowest modularity value of 0.8670. The
partition in the center, where two cliques are merged, has a slightly higher modularity
value of 0.8676. The highest modularity is seen in the partition on the right with a
value of 0.8704

more cliques are added to the network in figure 2.5, the difference between modularity

scores becomes more pronounced as the expected number of inter-community edges

in the random model,
didj
2m , becomes smaller. Another interesting observation is that

the partition on the right, where all cliques are merged in pairs, produces the optimal

modularity over all other partitions. This is true because, if more than two cliques

are merged, the ratio
didj
2m becomes larger than one, thus prohibiting the merge. For

example, if three cliques are merged in the network shown in figure 2.5, equation 2.10

becomes 1 > 2d2

2m , or 1 > 648
352 , which is false.

The resolution problem of the modularity metric is not restricted to networks consist-

ing of cliques. Indeed, as was shown in equation 2.9, the internal structure of two com-

munities being considered for a merge does not matter. Further, Good et al. [GdC10]

show that this issue extends to common network topologies including modular and hi-

Figure 2.15: A modularity example where each node Ki represents a clique containing 5 mem-
bers. The partition on the left yields the lowest modularity value of 0.8670. The partition in
the center, where two cliques are merged, has a slightly higher modularity value of 0.8676. The
highest modularity is seen in the partition on the right with a value of 0.8704.

modularity metric is not restricted to networks consist- ing of cliques. Indeed, as was shown

in equation 2.17, the internal structure of two communities being considered for a merge does

not matter. Further, Good et al. [GMC10] show that this issue extends to common network

topologies including modular and hierarchical networks. Several work-arounds have been sug-

gested to improve modularity including the application of modularity optimization in multiple

phases [FB07]. After the first optimization is complete and produces a partitioned network,

subsequent optimizations are focused on individual communities to obtain better resolution.

However, since this approach ignores the edges between the original communities, the final

outcome is not guaranteed to be an optimal partition. Overall, the resolution problem seen with

modularity reinforces the idea that a purely mathematical approach to evaluating the quality of

a partition is problematic and should be carefully examined.

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a metric that evaluates the similarity between two

community structure renderings. That is, if one algorithm produces a community structure of

Ca and a different algorithm produces Cb, NMI yields a quantitative measure of the similarity

between the two structures. When the ground truth of community structure is known, this type

of comparison provides an unequivocal means of evaluating the output quality of a community
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detection algorithm. High similarity between algorithm output and the ground truth indicates

high quality in community discernment. The derivation of NMI begins with the Shannon En-

tropy [SPS48] Theorem (discussed in Section 2.7):

S (X) =
∑
x∈X

p(x)log2 p(x) (2.19)

where X is a distribution of events and p(x) is the probability of a specific event x. For two

community structures, Ca and Cb, entropy is specified as:

S (Ca) =
k(a)∑
h

na
h

n
log2

na
h

n
and S (Cb) =

k(b)∑
l

nb
l

n
log2

nb
l

n
. (2.20)

Here, n is the number of nodes in the network, na
h is the number of nodes in Ca assigned to h-th

community, and nb
l is the number of nodes in Cb assigned to l-th community.

Mutual Information (MI) measures the informational relationship between two variables X

and Y . For example, the impact of the weather (Y) on a person’s choice in clothing (X) on a

particular day. NM is derived from entropy:

I(X,Y) =
∑
y∈Y

∑
x∈X

p(x, y)log2
p(x, y)

p1(x)p2(y)
(2.21)

where p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution function of X and Y . NMI for two community

structures is calculated as:

I(Ca,Cb) =
∑

h

∑
l

nh,l

n
log2

nh,l
n

na
h

n ·
nb

l
n

. (2.22)

In equation 2.22, nh,l is the sum of the number of nodes assigned to the h-th community in Ca

and the number of nodes assigned to the l-th community in Cb.

The MI calculation yields a value in the range from 0 to +∞. A value of zero indicates

that the two variables are completely independent. Conversely, high values indicate high de-

pendence. Because of the unbounded range of NM, high values are unintuitive and difficult

to interpret. As a result, NMI is more commonly used. With NMI, the mutual information is

normalized to a range from 0 to 1 where the result may be intuitively viewed as a percentage
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of dependence. The NMI calculation [RCC+04] incorporates a normalization divisor 2 into the

MI equation:

NMI(X,Y) =
I(X,Y)

1
2 (H(X) + Y(X)))

(2.23)

For two community structures, the NMI equation becomes:

NMI(Ca,Cb) =

∑ka

h=1
∑kb

l=1
nh,l
n log2

(
n·nh,l

na
h·n

b
l

)
1
2 ((

∑ka

h=1 na
hlog2

na
h

n ) + (
∑kb

l=1 nb
l log2

nb
l

n ))
(2.24)

where ka is the number of communities in Ca, and kb is the number of communities in Cb.

Equation 2.24 shows that the comparison performed is topological; the number of communities

and community sizes are compared rather than specific node memberships to communities.

Nevertheless, this topological comparison is quite precise in detecting disparities between two

community structures. Indeed, if a given community structure is even slightly altered, the NMI

calculation between the original and altered community reflects this disparity.

Although NMI provides a definitive mechanism for evaluating the accuracy of community

detection algorithms, finding a diverse set of real-networks, with known community member-

ship (ground truth), for the comparisons is problematic. Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08] solve

this dilemma by providing a package that generates benchmark graphs for testing community

detection algorithms. With this package, synthetic networks, along with the ground truth of

community structure, are generated to suit desired topological characteristics. Using this pack-

age in conjunction with NMI allows exhaustive testing of community detection algorithms on a

wide variety of network topologies. Networks are generated based on the parameters described

in Table 2.1.

Using the parameters listed in table 2.1, a network is constructed by means of the following

steps:

1. All nodes are assigned a degree according to the power distribution with exponent γ.

Nodes are connected in a manner that preserves their degree sequence.

2. Community sizes are designated from a power law distribution with exponent β.

2Strehl et al. [SG03] propose an alternate divisor of
√

H(X)H(Y)). We focus on the approach used by Radicchi
et al. [RCC+04] because they provide a commonly used package that implements Equation 2.24.
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Table 2.1: Parameters used in the benchmark program by Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08].

Parameter Description

N Number of nodes
k Average degree
kmin Minimum degree
kmax Maximum degree
γ Exponent for degree distribution
β Exponent for the community size distribution
µ Mixing parameter - the average ratio of external degree/total degree for

each node
smin Minimum for the community sizes
smax Maximum for the community sizes

3. Each node is assigned to a randomly selected community: a random community is cho-

sen; if the degree of the node is ≤ the community size, the node is assigned to the com-

munity; otherwise, another random community is selected until one is found that accom-

modates the node’s degree.

4. The network is re-wired (i.e., edge endpoints are moved) in observance of the mixing

parameter µ.

The output of the algorithm includes the network generated and the community membership of

each node. Depending on the parameter values chosen, synthetic networks may be generated

to closely resemble real-world social networks. For example, a power distribution with an

exponent γ value between −2 and −3 is consistent with most real social networks.

The mixing parameter µ is a key value in specifying the topological complexity of a net-

work. A subset 1 − µ of each node’s edges are intra-community edges. The remaining fraction

of each node’s edges (µ) are inter-community edges connected to nodes belonging to other com-

munities. Figure 2.16 illustrates the impact of the mixing parameter µ. Two 60 node networks

were generated with identical parameters with the exception of µ. The network on the left was

created with a µ value of 0.2. The network on the right was created with a µ value of 0.6.

The networks were rendered using a spring embedded layout. Upon close inspection of the

network on the left, community structure may be discerned. However, visual inspection of the
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network on the right reveals no community structure. Indeed, the network on the right requires

a community detection algorithm such as SOCIAL to discern community structure.
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of two networks created using the Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08] net-
work generation package. The network on the left was created with a µ value of 0.2. The
network on the right was created with a µ value of 0.6.

In [LF09], Lancichinetti et al. extend the benchmark network generation package to provide

networks with overlapping communities. The community overlap produced is a crisp interpre-

tation. That is, a node either belongs to a community or it doesn’t; no quantitative measure of

of belongingness is given. To support community overlap, two parameters have been added to

the package: on - the number of overlapping nodes, and om - the number of memberships of

the overlapping nodes. Using these parameters, the network generation procedure is extended

to wire the network with observance to the desired overlap characteristics. Specifically, a bipar-

tite graph is constructed where the two disjoint nodes sets consist of nodes from the generated

network and communities in the network; edges represent node membership to a community.

Edges are added to fulfill the overlap requirements. At the same time, consistency with the

other network generation parameters is maintained. The output of the algorithm includes a

community structure that reflects the generated overlap.

Friggeri et al. [FCF11] propose a community quality metric, named cohesion, that measures
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the quality of individual communities rather than the set of communities in a network. Cohesion

is designed for the evaluation of communities in social networks where expectations exist on the

interconnections between nodes, i.e. high clustering coefficient. Unlike modularity described

in the previous section, the cohesion measure allows networks to be partitioned and evaluated

as overlapping communities. Consideration of overlapping communities in community detec-

tion and evaluation is important because community overlap reveals topological, and therefore

socio-semantic, structure that would not be revealed by a partition into distinct communities.

The goal of Friggeri et al. is to provide a formal measure which quantifies the intrinsic

“community-ness” of a set of nodes in a social network. They argue that, despite decades of

research in the area of community detection, no formal consensus has been reached regarding

the definition of a community. The prevalent definitions provide the intuitive idea that a com-

munity in a social network is a relatively tightly interconnected group of nodes with less links

connecting to the rest of the network. However, the terms tightly connected and less links are

imprecise and subjective. The cohesion metric resolves this ambiguity by providing a quanti-

tative approach to defining the properties which qualify a set of nodes as a community. The

cohesion metric is derived from three simple but fundamental assumptions which are inspired

by sociological research. The first assumption is the idea that the quality of a community is

independent of the existence and structure of other communities. This assumption emphasizes

the concept that the cohesion metric measures the quality of individual communities and not

the overall quality of a complete network partitioning. Further, the first assumption allows for

community overlap, since communities are evaluated independently, a node may belong to any

number of communities, and participate in the cohesion of each. Similarly, the second assump-

tion states that the quality of a community is not effected by remote nodes in the network;

again, emphasizing the independence of a community from external interactions or activity in a

network. The third, and most important assumption provides a fundamental definition of com-

munity: a community is a “dense” set of nodes in which information moves more easily than

towards the rest of the network. While this definition appears to be as vague as the community

definition described earlier, it is quantitatively expressed in the formal definition of cohesion

where density and information movement are defined mathematically.

In the derivation of the cohesion metric, the three assumptions are followed by an observa-
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tion which highlights the shortcomings of community quality metrics that rely on a node/edge

approach for discerning community. The observation begins by showing the two communities

in Figure 2.17. Intuitively, the community on the left is considered a “bad” community, while
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of individual communities and not the overall quality of a complete network partition-

ing. Further, the first assumption allows for community overlap, since communities are

evaluated independently, a node may belong to any number of communities, and partic-

ipate in the cohesion of each. Similarly, the second assumption states that the quality

of a community is not affected by remote nodes in the network; again emphasizing the

independence of a community from external interactions or activity in a network. The

third, and most important assumption provides a fundamental definition of community:

a community is a “dense” set of nodes in which information moves more easily than

towards the rest of the network. While this definition appears to be as vague as the com-

munity definition described earlier, it is quantitatively expressed in the formal definition

of cohesion where density and information movement are defined mathematically.

In the derivation of the cohesion metric, the three assumptions are followed by an

observation which highlights the shortcomings of community quality metrics that rely

on a node/edge approach for discerning community. The observation begins by showing

the two communities in figure 2.6. Intuitively, the community on the left is considered

Figure 2.6: Two communities which demonstrate the problems with evaluating commu-
nity quality using a node/edge based approach.

a “bad” community, while the community on the right is considered “good”. Because

both communities contain the same number of: nodes (four), internal edges (six), and

external edges (four), they are indistinguishable from a point of view that considers only

nodes, and internal and external edges. However, an asymmetry may be seen between

the two communities when the triads (three maximally connected nodes) contained

in the network are considered. In particular, the number of outbound triads within

Figure 2.17: Two communities which demonstrate the problems with evaluating community
quality using a node/edge based approach.

the community on the right is considered “good”. Because both communities contain the same

number of: nodes (four), internal edges (six), and external edges (four), they are indistinguish-

able from a point of view that considers only nodes, and internal and external edges. However,

an asymmetry may be seen between the two communities when the triads (three maximally

connected nodes) contained in the network are considered. In particular, the number of out-

bound triads within in each community is observed, where an outbound triad has two nodes

internal to one community and the third node in a different community. The community on the

left has six outbound triangles, while the community on the right does not have any. Friggeri

et al. argue that the outbound triangles are significant because they weaken the cohesion of a

community, intuitively, blurring community boundaries. They go further by identifying three

fundamental components that exist in communities, and the impact of each these components

in the evaluation community quality:

1. Internal Triads - Triads with all nodes contained within the same community. Internal

triads maximize community density, thereby increasing quality.

2. Weak Ties - Edges which do not belong to triads. Weak ties are important to overall

network cohesion. However, they have no impact on individual community quality.

3. Outbound Triads - Triads with two nodes in one community, and the third node in a

different community. Outbound triads negatively effect community quality.
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From these considerations the formal definition of the cohesion metric for a community S is

given as:

C(S ) =
∆i(S )(
|S |
3

)
∆“density”

×
∆i(S )

∆i (S ) + ∆o (S )                          
isolation

, (2.25)

where ∆i(S ) denotes the number of triads with all nodes belonging to S,
(
|S |
3

)
is number of

possible triads in S, and ∆o(S ) is the number of outbound triads. The term on the left, labeled

∆ “density”, represents the triadic density of S, and is calculated as the ratio of triads present

compared to the number of possible triads. The term on the right, isolation, is the ratio of

internal triads compared to the total number of triads present (internal and outbound). The

isolation term imposes a lower cohesion score when outbound triads are present. Using equation

2.25 in the example from Figure 2.17:

C(blue) =
4
4
+

4
4 + 6

=
2
5

;

C(red) =
4
4
+

4
4 + 0

= 1;

the set of red nodes is shown to be a better community than the blue nodes, as expected.

The goal of the analysis is to show a strong correlation between cohesion scores calculated

for each community and the user ratings of the communities. In other words, to validate the

cohesion metric, Friggeri et al. want to show that user knowledge of their communities of

friends corresponds to the cohesion scores assigned to these communities. A community with

a high cohesion value should receive a high user rating. Conversely, a community with a low

cohesion value should receive a low user rating. Indeed, their analysis shows a strong positive

correlation using both Spearman (correlation value = 0.90) and Pearson (correlation value =

0.97) correlation metrics. Figure 2.18 supports these findings by visually demonstrating the

correlation. In this figure, the cohesion scores are grouped into discrete values in increments of

0.01. These values are compared to the average user rating seen at each increment. The grey

bars represent the range of user ratings seen for the cohesion scores.

While the cohesion metric is a valuable tool which can provide useful insight into the quality

of a community partition, it has significant limitations. Because of its dependence on social
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Figure 2.7: Correlation between cohesion score and user rating.

user ratings seen for the cohesion scores.

While the cohesion metric is a valuable tool which can provide useful insight into

the quality of a community partition, it has significant limitations. Because of its

dependence on social network structure, i.e. triads, cohesion is not useful in evaluating

complex networks that are not social networks. This limitation excludes the analysis

of huge and important networks in the field of network science including biological

and computer networks. Further, the usefulness of the cohesion metric in providing

guidance in the formation or detection of a community is questionable. For example,

in the network shown in figure 2.4, a community formed by a single clique yields the

same cohesion score as a community consisting of all the cliques in the network. Finally,

the cohesion metric would be more useful if it could be extended to provide an overall

quality indication for an entire network partition. Perhaps, the average of cohesion

scores over all communities in a network could serve this purpose.

Figure 2.18: Correlation between cohesion score and user rating.

network structure, i.e. triads, cohesion is not useful in evaluating complex networks that are not

social networks. This limitation excludes the analysis of huge and important networks in the

field of network science including biological and computer networks. Further, the usefulness

of the cohesion metric in providing guidance in the formation or detection of a community is

questionable. For example, in the network shown in Figure 2.14, a community formed by a

single clique yields the same cohesion score as a community consisting of all the cliques in the

network. Finally, the cohesion metric would be more useful if it could be extended to provide

an overall quality indication for an entire network partition. Perhaps, the average of cohesion

scores over all communities in a network could serve this purpose.

2.7 Entropy Discussion

Parunak et al. [Par01] propose a relationship between thermodynamic entropy and information

entropy that is more than metaphorical. They argue that in order for self-organized systems to
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exhibit emergent organized behavior, and hence a decrease in information entropy, there must

be a corresponding gain of entropy that allows the system to reconcile with the second law of

thermodynamics. The loss of entropy as the system becomes coordinated is seen at the macro

level. While, at the micro level, an increase in entropy provides a “sink” that preserves the

overall entropy balance of the system. These two levels of entropy are coupled and provide the

foundation for self-organization to emerge.

The second law of thermodynamics states that “energy spontaneously tends to flow only

from being concentrated in one place to becoming diffused" [Bej06]. One of most general

definitions of thermodynamic entropy is shown in equation 2.26:

S = −kB

∑
i

pilnpi, (2.26)

where kB is the Boltzman constant, and pi is the probability of a molecular state. The equation

used to calculate information entropy seen in equation 2.27 [SPS48] is very similar to equation

2.26 and thus inspired the use of the term entropy when describing uncertainty in information

theory:

S = −
∑

i

pilog2 pi, (2.27)

where pi is the probability the system being in state i.

The authors illustrate their hypothesis using a simple coordination model. Two agents are

used, one fixed and one mobile. The goal of the two agents is to be together in a grid environ-

ment. The stationary agent periodically emits a pheromone at its location to guide the mobile

agent. The pheromones diffuse through the environment moving 2 grid squares per time step.

The mobile agent detects pheromones and adjusts its heading to the highest concentration of

pheromones and moves at a rate of one grid square per time step. A parameterized random

component is included in the mobile agent’s heading calculation to measure the effect of vary-

ing degrees of stochasticity. The magnitude of the random component may be adjusted with a

temperature parameter T. Additionally, a parameter ρ specifies the radius at which the mobile

agent can detect pheromones. Pheromones select a heading for their next step from a uniform

random distribution. Pheromones disappear from the grid when they reach the edge, while the

mobile agent deflects back into the grid.
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Both macro and micro entropy are measured during the experiment. Macro entropy corre-

sponds to the movement of the mobile agent, while micro entropy is measured as the diffusion

of pheromones. Two coordinate based entropy measures are made during the experiment at the

macro and micro levels: locational entropy and directional entropy. Locational entropy is based

on a snapshot of the system that describes the number of particles (mobile agent or pheromones)

in each cell of the grid. The system state is represented by a vector of the number of particles

in each cell. Each cell is numbered and the elements of the vector correspond to the cell num-

bers. For locational entropy, the number of possible states in an n × n grid is n2m, where m is

the number of particles. In directional-based entropy, an n-rayed star is placed at the current

location of each particle. After a step is made, the ray into which the particle moved is recorded

by counting the rays clockwise from the upper left corner of the star. The system state is a

vector that corresponds to the movement of each particle. A canonical ordering of the particles

is maintained in the vector. Here, the number of possible states using an n-rayed star and m

particles is n × m.

Entropy is measured by means of equation 2.27 using the probabilities of the system states

for the locational and directional systems. Probabilities are determined using a Monte Carlo

approach where the system is run repeatedly. At each step, the probability of each state is

calculated from the number of times the state is observed. For the experiment performed, 30

replications were done. The entropies are normalized to value between zero and one. Normal-

ization is performed by using the idea that the maximum entropy value for N different states,

when each state is equally probable, is log2N. The dependence on N is eliminated by dividing

log2N by N, thus achieving normalization.

The experiment first examines the entropy of the micro system. Both locational and direc-

tional entropy increase over time as pheromones are dispersed until saturation occurs at a value

of one. The time required for saturation is dependent on the grid resolution. Increasing the grid

resolution reduces the time to saturation because the presence of more grid cells facilitates the

generation of a large number of different states. Figure 2.19 shows the experimental results for

locational entropy.

In measuring the Macro entropy, two experiments are conducted with the parameters T = 0

and ρ = 20. First, macro entropy is measured in an unguided system, i.e., no pheromones are
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is a vector that corresponds to the movement of each particle. A canonical ordering of

the particles is maintained in the vector. Here, the number of possible states using an

n-rayed star and m particles is nxm.

Entropy is measured by means of equation 2.2 using the probabilities of the system

states for the locational and directional systems. Probabilities are determined using a

Monte Carlo approach where the system is run repeatedly. At each step, the probability

of each state is calculated from the number of times the state is observed. For the

experiment performed, 30 replications were done. The entropies are normalized to

value between zero and one. Normalization is performed by using the idea that the

maximum entropy value for N different states, when each state is equally probable, is

log2(N). The dependence on N is eliminated by dividing log2(N) by N , thus achieving

normalization.

The experiment first examines the entropy of the micro system. Both locational

and directional entropy increase over time as pheromones are dispersed until saturation

occurs at a value of one. The time required for saturation is dependent on the grid

resolution. Increasing the grid resolution reduces the time to saturation because the

presence of more grid cells facilitates the generation of a large number of different

states. Figure 2.1 shows the experimental results for locational entropy.

Figure 2.1: Micro entropy over time.

In measuring the Macro entropy, two experiments are conducted with the parameters

Figure 2.19: Micro entropy over time.

emitted. Second, the guided system is used where pheromones are used to guide to the mobile

agent. In the unguided system, the expected high levels of Macro entropy are seen as the mobile

agent wanders aimlessly. Conversely, in the guided test, the macro entropy decreases as the

mobile agent is guided towards the target. Figure 2.20 summarizes the results for directional

entropy. As seen in Figure 2.20, the macro entropy values at the beginning and end of the

experiment are high. The high value is seen at the end because the mobile agent is at the target,

no longer receiving useful direction. That is, the mobile agent is equally likely to pick any of the

rays of the star when in the vicinity of the target. The plot shows a direct correlation between

the number of pheromones visible to the mobile agent and the macro entropy level. As the more

pheromones are visible (higher micro entropy), the macro entropy decreases. Examination of

locational entropy in Figure 2.21 shows similar results.

Again, a correlation is seen between the number of pheromones visible and the level of

macro entropy. Here, macro entropy is initially low because the mobile agents are in close

proximity. Further, locational entropy differs from directional entropy in that locational entropy
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T = 0 and ρ = 20. First, macro entropy is measured in an unguided system, i.e., no

pheromones are emitted. Second, the guided system is used where pheromones are used

to guide to the mobile agent. In the unguided system, the expected high levels of Macro

entropy are seen as the mobile agent wanders aimlessly. Conversely, in the guided test,

the macro entropy decreases as the mobile agent is guided towards the target. Figure

2.2 summarizes the results for directional entropy.

Figure 2.2: Directional entropy over time: dots = directional entropy, solid line =
median distance to target, dashline = median visible pheromones.

As seen in Figure 2.2, the macro entropy values at the beginning and end of the

experiment are high. The high value is seen at the end because the mobile agent is

at the target, no longer receiving useful direction. That is, the mobile agent is equally

likely to pick any of the rays of the star when in the vicinity of the target. The plot

shows a direct correlation between the number of pheromones visible to the mobile

agent and the macro entropy level. As the more pheromones are visible (higher micro

entropy), the macro entropy decreases. Examination of locational entropy in Figure 2.3

shows similar results.

Again, a correlation is seen between the number of pheromones visible and the level

of macro entropy. Here, macro entropy is initially low because the mobile agents are

in close proximity. Further, locational entropy differs from directional entropy in that

locational entropy remains low as the mobile agent approaches the target. In this case,

the pheromones are constraining the mobile agent to the grid elements surrounding

Figure 2.20: Directional entropy over time: dots = directional entropy, solid line = median
distance to target, dash line = median visible pheromones.

remains low as the mobile agent approaches the target. In this case, the pheromones are con-

straining the mobile agent to the grid elements surrounding the target. Further experiments done

with various non-zero values of the parameter T showed similar results for both directional and

locational macro entropy.

The experiment clearly supports the assertion that a spontaneous decrease in information

entropy, and hence emergent self-organization, corresponds to an increase in entropy some-

where in the system. This observation reconciles information entropy with the second law of

thermodynamics where entropy cannot spontaneously decrease. The idea of a direct correspon-

dence between the physical laws in nature and information theory is very compelling. This

correspondence would lead to quantitative approaches for designing effective self-organizing

systems. However, further research is required to firmly establish this link and dismiss the idea

that the relationship is simply metaphorical. A quantitative relationship between information

entropy loss at the macro level and gain at the micro level needs to be established. The authors

informally define this relationship by stating that “the entropy increase at the micro level must
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T = 0 and ρ = 20. First, macro entropy is measured in an unguided system, i.e., no

pheromones are emitted. Second, the guided system is used where pheromones are used

to guide to the mobile agent. In the unguided system, the expected high levels of Macro

entropy are seen as the mobile agent wanders aimlessly. Conversely, in the guided test,

the macro entropy decreases as the mobile agent is guided towards the target. Figure

2.2 summarizes the results for directional entropy.

Figure 2.2: Directional entropy over time: dots = directional entropy, solid line =
median distance to target, dashline = median visible pheromones.

As seen in Figure 2.2, the macro entropy values at the beginning and end of the

experiment are high. The high value is seen at the end because the mobile agent is

at the target, no longer receiving useful direction. That is, the mobile agent is equally

likely to pick any of the rays of the star when in the vicinity of the target. The plot

shows a direct correlation between the number of pheromones visible to the mobile

agent and the macro entropy level. As the more pheromones are visible (higher micro

entropy), the macro entropy decreases. Examination of locational entropy in Figure 2.3

shows similar results.

Again, a correlation is seen between the number of pheromones visible and the level

of macro entropy. Here, macro entropy is initially low because the mobile agents are

in close proximity. Further, locational entropy differs from directional entropy in that

locational entropy remains low as the mobile agent approaches the target. In this case,

the pheromones are constraining the mobile agent to the grid elements surrounding

Figure 2.21: Locational entropy over time: dots = locational entropy, solid line = median dis-
tance to target, dash line = median visible pheromones.

be sufficient to cover the decrease at the macro level” Further, the argument for a relationship

between thermodynamic entropy and information entropy would be enhanced if examples were

shown of the failure of self-organization in the absence of micro entropy. However, it is difficult

to imagine a self-organizing system where some type of probabilistic, high entropy, process

does not occur at the micro level.

2.8 Research Gap

2.8.1 Problem Statement

Research in the area of community detection is one of the most prominent topics in current

network science [FH16]. Indeed, the following list contains only a subset of existing community

detection algorithms.
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• Girvan-Newman

• Minimum-Cut

• Edge Label Propagation

• Louvain Method

• Clique Percolation Method

• InfoMap

• Label Propagation

• GANXiS

• Fuzzy Infomap

• CFinder

• CoDA

• IDLE

• WalkTrap

• BIGCLAM

• Hierarchical Clustering

• OSLOM

• Mutual Friend Crawling

• Extended Clique Percolation Method

• SONIC

• CESNA

• Leading Eigenvector

• SpinGlass

• CONGA

• Fuzzy Overlapping Group

• RolX

• RelaxMap

• Community Update and Tracking

• Speaker-Listener Label Propagation

• Membership-Degree Propagation

• Scalable Community Detection

• LabelRankT

We assert that while most of the existing algorithms meet the implied requirement of ba-

sic accuracy in community detection, no algorithm provides the comprehensive discernment

achieved by SOCIAL. That is, as described in previous sections of this chapter, none of the

algorithms satisfy all three of the requirements of a comprehensive community detection algo-

rithm. These requirements include community overlap detection, the ability to process large-

scale networks, and support for processing network updates without re-evaluation of the entire

network. The majority of algorithms focus on one of these aspects; several algorithms include

two. However, none of the algorithms match SOCIAL’s capability to achieve all three of these

requirements. Further, in the aspects supported by other community detection algorithms, SO-

CIAL meets or exceeds performance in these areas when comparisons are made.

2.8.2 Thesis Statement

A single community detection algorithm is needed that deals with three important properties

of real-world networks: (i) community overlap, (ii) the enormous size of many networks, and
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(iii) the dynamic nature of networks. Additionally, this algorithm should be competitive with

existing algorithms with regard to precision of community detection.

The self-organizing approach of SOCIAL provides an excellent example of “the solution

fitting the problem”. Entropy calculations performed for each node afford detailed insight into

overlapping community memberships. SOCIAL’s decentralized control allows leverage of con-

current execution. In addition, this decentralization allows SOCIAL to incorporate network up-

dates in a localized manner that is isolated to areas of a network that are impacted by changes.

These qualities of SOCIAL are demonstrated in the chapters that follow.



Chapter 3

Self-Organized Community Detection

As argued earlier, SOCIAL’s main concern is with decentralization. The algorithm is inspired

by self-organized systems observed in nature, where complex goals are achieved with high

efficiency and robustness [MMTZ06]. The bottlenecks associated with centralized control are

removed as work is performed by individuals possessing a minimal amount of intelligence

and tools required for the task. From the apparent chaos of no centralized leadership, highly

effective processes are deployed with frequently astounding emergent results (e.g., foraging in

ant colonies and bees hives).

3.1 Node Entropy

The basis for the self-organized community detection algorithm is node entropy calculation.

Node entropy is derived from Shannon entropy, and expresses the certainty each node has with

regard to its current community. The use of entropy is consistent with the simple localized algo-

rithms employed by other self-organized systems. The work of discerning community structure

is focused on individual nodes rather than entire network. Equation 3.1 shows the node entropy

(S) calculation.

S = −
n∑

i=1

pi log2 pi

e
k
4

, (3.1)

where, n is the number communities a node may potentially join (including its current com-

56
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munity), pi is the ratio of the number of neighbors in potential community (i) over the neigh-

borhood size of the node, and k is the number of intra-community triads formed by joining

a particular community. As shown by the equation, intra-community triad structures are fa-

vored by the algorithm. Knowledge beyond a node’s immediate neighborhood is not required

to perform the calculation. To determine which communities a node belongs to, the entropy cal-

culation is performed with the node temporarily assigned to each community it could possibly

join. The resulting entropy values are then evaluated to make a decision on primary community

assignment. We note that in the entropy calculations, partial community memberships of neigh-

boring nodes are not considered; only the primary memberships, selected in the last iteration,

are used. For example, Figure 3.1 shows a simple network where node 4 must decide which

community to choose. The entropy calculation is done for each of the three choices node 4 has:

1. Stay in the green community:

S g = −( 1
5 log2

1
5 +

3
5 log2

3
5 +

1
5 log2

1
5 ) = 1.371

2. Join the blue community:

S b = −( 1
5 log2

1
5 +

4
5 log2

4
5

e.25 ) = 0.201

3. Join the red community:

S r = −( 2
5 log2

2
5 +

3
5 log2

3
5 ) = 0.971

Following the entropy calculations, the entropy values are inverted so that the “best” en-

tropies are the largest.

1. Staying in the green community: 0.729

2. Join the blue community: 4.975

3. Join the red community: 1.030

Finally, the entropy values are normalized for the roulette wheel selection used to choose a

primary community. The normalization makes the sum of entropy values equal to 1.

1. Staying in the green community: 0.108

2. Join the blue community: 0.738

3. Join the red community: 0.153
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(a) Initial network state showing primary
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(b) Community structure after node 4 is pro-
cessed. Again, the primary community selec-
tions are shown.

Figure 3.1: Example used to demonstrate how node entropy is calculated and used. The colors
represent different communities. This example focuses on node 4.

The normalized entropy values may be thought of as the likelihood of a particular choice being

made. For example, there is a 73.8% likelihood that the blue community will be chosen by node

4 for its primary community. Readers should note that, for the remainder of this document,

the term entropy refers to the inverted normalized entropy. Inverted normalized entropy is

preferred in the discussions that follow because it facilitates straightforward visualization of the

relative belongingness of nodes to communities (i.e., percentages are ubiquitous and easy to

understand).

3.2 The SOCIAL Algorithm

Algorithm 1 describes the overall community detection process. Because of SOCIAL’s abil-

ity to process dynamic changes to the network, it continues running, looking for changes in

the network, until the user terminates it. While executing, SOCIAL records a snapshot of the

communities found when community structure emerges (i.e., entropy stabilizes). For dynamic

networks, snapshots are recorded each time community structure is perturbed and these pertur-

bations are resolved.

The term “thread” used in the algorithm refers to an independent execution path that runs

concurrently among other threads. To utilize concurrency, SOCIAL parses the nodes in the

network into subsets and assigns each subset to a thread for processing. The number of threads

allocated corresponds to the number of processes available on the system.
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Algorithm 1 SOCIAL pseudocode.
build network and from input file

Ensure: each node initially assigned to unique community
while not terminated by user do

shuffle nodes
partition shuffled nodes into subsets for thread processing
start threads
for each thread do

for each node in subset do
sequentially choose node
if node uncertain about current community then

calculate entropies for joining each community
invert and normalize entropies
perform roulette wheel selection of community
node joins selected community

end if
end for

end for
wait for termination of all threads
calculate average network entropy resulting from current iteration
if convergence achieved on community structure then

store communities in output file
end if
if network updates received then

incorporate updates into the network
end if

end while

In the algorithm, convergence is achieved when the average network entropy reaches a target

threshold. This threshold is a configurable parameter that is passed as an argument to SOCIAL

when execution is started. Generally, an average network entropy of 0.95 (95% certainty in

community belongingness) is desired. However, in some networks, many instances of nodes

belonging equally to multiple communities may exist. In these cases, this threshold value will

not be achieved and the desired average network entropy must be adjusted accordingly.

3.3 Key Data Structures

The SOCIAL algorithm is implemented using the Java programming language. The following

key data structures were implemented in Java to facilitate community discernment:
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• Node - This data structure encapsulates all information required by SOCIAL to manage

an individual node. The table below describes each of the attributes contained in the

Node data structure. All attributes listed are private to the node (i.e., accessible only by

the node instance) except for the Primary Community attribute. Primary community is

viewed by neighboring nodes when community selection is performed. To support con-

current community selection among nodes, Primary Community is declared as an atomic

variable. In Java, operations may be performed on atomic variables with the guarantee

that no other thread can observe modifications which are half-complete (i.e., atomic vari-

ables are “thread-safe”).

Attribute Description

Node ID Unique identifier assigned to each node.
Primary Community The Community ID of the community selected as the primary

community of the node during the last iteration.
Neighbor List List containing all neighbors of the node; generated during net-

work ingest and constant throughout SOCIAL execution.
Triad List List containing all triad structures the node participates in; gen-

erated during network ingest and constant throughout SOCIAL
execution.

Community List List of community/entropy pairs corresponding to the commu-
nities that were evaluated during the last iteration as candidates
for the node’s primary community. This list is used to report
community overlap.

Although a node’s current community is thread-safe, it may be used by other nodes in

community selection before being updated in the current iteration. That is, neighboring

nodes may make a decision based on information that could change in the current iter-

ation. This issue is incidental because community selection will be re-evaluated in the

next iteration. Further, this contention also exists during single-threaded execution.

• Node Map - Hash Table of nodes in the network that provides fast random access lookup

of nodes using Node ID as the key.

• Node Indexes - Array containing the Node IDs of all nodes. This data structure is used

to randomly shuffle the nodes for processing before each iteration. Following the shuffle,
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a subset of elements in the array are assigned to each thread for processing.

3.4 Optimizations

During the first iteration each node belongs to a unique single node community. In this config-

uration, no community structure exists and all community selection choices result in a random

selection between neighboring nodes. Community selection in this scenario is inefficient and

may result in many poor choices. Here, the first iteration is essentially wasted. Further, the effi-

ciency of subsequent iterations is impacted as community structure emerges and nodes recover

from bad choices. To mitigate this inefficiency, SOCIAL focuses on triad structures during the

first iteration. Triad density is a strong indicator of community structure [RU11]. In the first it-

eration of SOCIAL, each node pairs with the neighboring node that mutually participates in the

most triad structures. If a tie in triad participation exists between neighboring nodes, roulette

wheel selection is used to choose among these nodes. In cases where a node doesn’t belong to

any triads, the normal selection process is performed. With this optimization, initial commu-

nity selection is based on relevant information that relates to community structure rather than

allowing random choices to be made. Figure 3.2 illustrates this simple concept.

To fully utilize concurrency in community selection among nodes, node partitioning and

assignment to threads is optimized in SOCIAL. Figure 3.3 depicts this process. In the first

phase of this process, the list of node IDs contained in the NodeList is shuffled using the Fisher-

Yates shuffle algorithm [FY53]. The shuffle operation provides a randomization of the nodes

for processing that is consistent with the random approach to problem solving observed in self-

organized systems. Following the shuffle, the nodes are partitioned for assignment to processors

for concurrent processing. This assignment is driven by two components. First, the number of

processors available in the system is considered. A subset of the nodes is assigned to each avail-

able processor. This assignment is accomplished by means of the thread construct provided by

the Java programming language. The second component examined in node partitioning is the

neighborhood complexity of individual nodes. SOCIAL uses node neighborhood size as the

gage for neighborhood complexity. Here, the goal is to balance the load given to each thread.

For example, a node with 100, 000 neighbors requires much more work for community selection
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Figure 3.2: In the first iteration of SOCIAL, no community structure exits to enable the green
node (node 1) to make an informed decision concerning which node to pair with to begin com-
munity formation. However, in the absence of community structure, mutual triad participation
may be used as an indicator of likely community co-membership among pairs of nodes.

than a node with three neighbors. Such mismatches are commonly seen in real-world networks

and must be considered to fully utilize concurrency. To balance the load among threads, SO-

CIAL divides the total number of neighbors in the network (recorded during network ingest) by

the number of available threads. This calculation gives the target number of neighbors for each

thread to process. Following the calculation, SOCIAL sequentially scans the NodeList, assign-

ing nodes to a partition until the target number of neighbors is achieved. At this point, SOCIAL

begins a new partition. During the assignment of nodes to partitions, the current entropy of each

node is also considered. If a node is completely satisfied which its current community and re-

quires no entropy calculations, the node is assigned to the current partition but given a weight of

zero regarding the work required to process the node (i.e., evaluated as if it has zero neighbors).

After node partitioning is complete, each thread is spawned with start and end indexes into the

NodeList. Upon starting, the threads sequentially process each node in their assigned subset.
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Figure 3.3: Node partitioning and assignment to processors. The assignment is based on the
number of processors available in the system and the neighborhood complexity of individual
nodes. The number of processors correspond to the number of concurrent threads executed to
perform community selection.

During each iteration, a growing subset of nodes recognize that they are completely certain

of their current community. For these nodes, entropy calculations are not performed. In the case

where a node is completely surrounded by neighbors that are in the same community as them-

selves, entropy is 100% and no consideration of switching community is required. Additionally,

if the entropy value of a node in its current community achieves a configurable threshold (e.g.,

90%) and none of the node’s neighbors have changed community in the preceding iteration,

the node is considered stable and entropy calculations are bypassed. As previously stated, the

subset of nodes that are identified as “certain of their community” are recognized by the load

balancing algorithm. While these nodes are included in the assigned partitions, their neighbor-

hood complexity is considered extraneous and the partition size is adjusted accordingly. As the

subset of satisfied node becomes more prominent, the time required to complete processing for

each iteration significantly diminishes.
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Finally, the self-organized approach of SOCIAL is inherently oriented towards concurrent

execution. As may be observed in any beehive or anthill, concurrent activity is the rule for self-

organizing systems. In the SOCIAL algorithm, no synchronization of data structure access (i.e.,

locking) or messaging protocol between nodes is required. Collisions may occur between a node

updating its current community and a neighboring node accessing this information. However,

if a non-optimal decision is made due to stale data, this decision is compensated for in the next

iteration. With today’s multi-core and parallel computing architectures, algorithms that support

concurrent operations enjoy a significant performance advantage over centralized algorithms.

3.5 Network Update Processing

Figure 3.4 shows the mechanism employed by SOCIAL to receive network updates. This mech-

anism consists of a simple custom “Updater” program. The Updater remains in a loop, contin-

uously prompting the user for a file name. When a file is specified, the Updater reads the batch

of update sentences from the file and sends them to SOCIAL via a TCP/IP socket. At the end

of each iteration, SOCIAL checks the socket for updates. If a batch of updates is present, they

are integrated into the network. Each sentence in an update file specifies the type update to

TCP/IP 
Socket

Updater SOCIAL

TCP/IP 
Socket

Network

Update 
1

Update 
2

Update 
n

…

a 22 9 11 15 
r 8
a 30 6 7 25 26 

Figure 3.4: Network Updater continuously prompts the user for a file name, reads the spec-
ified file, and sends updates to SOCIAL. Updates consists of batches of “add” and “remove”
commands contained in each file.
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be performed, and the parameters associated with the update. Examples of update operations

include the following:

1. a 22 9 11 15 - Add node 22 and its corresponding edges to other nodes in the network.

For node add operations, the first node specified (22) indicates the node to be added. The

nodes that follow are used to specify edges associated with the new node. In this example

the edges e22,9, e22,11, and e22,15 are added along with node 22.

2. a 22 12 - Add an edge between two pre-existing nodes (22 and 12). In this example, the

first node in the list (22) already exists. If the leading node in the list specifies a pre-

existing node, edges are simply added between the first node listed and the nodes that

follow. Here, the edge e22,12 is added.

3. r 8 - Remove node 8 and all of its edges.

4. r 16 10 -Remove the edge between nodes 16 and 10.

The update processing component within SOCIAL is also quite simple. Upon receiving a

batch of updates, SOCIAL revises the network to reflect each change. As the network is updated,

SOCIAL records the communities impacted by the changes. Following the incorporation of

updates, nodes included in the affected communities are cast into independent communities,

thus triggering a re-evaluation of community structure that is isolated to areas in the network

that have changed. This policy is consistent for update types (i.e., addition/removal of nodes

and edges). Figure 3.5 shows a simple example of the addition of a node and a pair of edges.

In Figure 3.5a, the network initially contains two communities (blue and red). Upon addi-

tion of node 8 and edges e8,3 and e8,2, all nodes in the blue community are cast into distinct

communities as shown in Figure 3.5b. In the next iteration of SOCIAL, shown in Figure 3.5c,

community structure is restored with two communities (blue and red).

The impact of the addition of a single node to this small network is quite large (half of

the network). We note that if node 1 is deleted, the entire network is re-evaluated. However,

we argue that in larger networks, the work required to re-establish community structure af-

ter a set of updates is localized and minimal. This argument is supported by the experimental

results described in Section 4.3.2. Further, as shown in Section 2.5, more restrictive network up-

date processing schemes lead to dubious depictions of community structure. These community

structures become even less trustworthy as updates are added upon previous updates.
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(b) A new node (node 8) is added with two
edges. This update results in a complete re-
evaluation of the blue community. That is,
each node in the blue community is cast into
a distinct community.
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(c) Community structure is re-established,
again with two communities: blue and red.

Figure 3.5: Demonstration of an update to a small network. A single node (node 8), and two
edges are added.



Chapter 4

Experimental Results

This chapter provides a demonstration of the community detection capabilities of the self-

organizing SOCIAL algorithm. Four areas are explored: (i) basic accuracy in community dis-

cernment, (ii) high fidelity community overlap detection, (iii) concurrency in execution, and

(iiii) processing of network updates. Where possible, SOCIAL performance is compared to

the performance of other algorithms. However, in some areas (i.e., concurrent processing and

processing of network updates), competing algorithms were not publicly available to download

and run for comparisons. In these cases, SOCIAL is evaluated in terms of the results expected

from a high performance community detection algorithm. Finally, we note that no algorithm

described in current literature provides support for all of the items listed above. As we will

show, the self-organized approach utilized by SOCIAL inherently provides these features.

4.1 Fuzzy Overlap Community Detection

In this section, the fuzzy community overlap detection capability of SOCIAL is demonstrated.

Additionally, as a secondary goal, we verify that SOCIAL meets the community discernment

accuracy requirement of all community detection algorithms. Accuracy is an implied require-

ment of all community detection algorithms. That is, a community detection algorithm that

supports overlap detection, is not useful if the results it produces do not match the real-world

community structure of a given network.

Throughout this section, the following three algorithms were tested with SOCIAL for per-

67
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formance comparison.

1. Fuzzy Infomap (a.k.a. grbracket) [VER11, VE12] - An implementation of the Fuzzy

Infomap approach described in Section 2.3. The version of Fuzzy Infomap available

at the download site was not specified; We assume the software provided is the latest

version.

2. OSLOM [LRRF10, LRRF11] - A metric optimization approach where the metric is based

on a fitness function which expresses the statistical significance of clusters with respect

to random fluctuations. Version 2.4 of OSLOM was used for testing.

3. GANXiS [XSL11, XS12] - A speaker listener implementation of LPA that reports over-

lapping community structure. This implementation of LPA includes the stabilization fea-

ture described in Section 2.3 that mitigates the “random tie breaking” issue. Version 3.0.2

of GANXiS was used for testing.

Three criteria were used in the selection of these algorithms. First, algorithms which were

“packaged”, well tested, and available for download were considered. Second, algorithms were

selected that support overlapping community detection. Unfortunately, a package supporting

fuzzy overlapping community detection is not currently available. As a result, packages sup-

porting crisp overlapping community detection were selected; fuzzy overlapping communities

reported by SOCIAL were converted to crisp interpretations for comparison with these pack-

ages. A simple custom program was written to convert SOCIAL fuzzy memberships to a crisp

interpretation. This program converts SOCIAL fuzzy membership vectors to a binary interpre-

tation where memberships greater than zero are specified as an integer value of one. Finally,

well-known algorithms were desired. Each of the algorithms selected is based on one of the

foundational approaches described in Section 2.2.

4.1.1 Synthetic Networks

The synthetic networks tested in this section were created using the benchmark package de-

veloped by Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08]. This package, as described in Section 2.6, creates

networks based on specified parameters. Along with the networks, the ground truth of com-

munity structure is generated. The community structure discerned by a community detection

algorithm is compared to the ground truth using an NMI tool, also provided by the package.
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Use of NMI to compare two community structures is described in Section 2.6. For the testing

performed in this section, the overlapping version of the network generation and NMI tools are

used. These tools support analysis of crisp overlapping community structure. As a result, the

fuzzy overlapping community structure produced by SOCIAL are converted to crisp format for

performance comparisons.

We begin by presenting a small network consisting of 40 nodes. The purpose of using this

network is to visually demonstrate how SOCIAL community overlap works. Additionally, we

demonstrate the benchmark package and identify minor issues with the ground truth presented

by the package. Table 4.1 shows the parameters used to generate the network.

Table 4.1: Parameters used in the benchmark program by Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08] for a
demonstration of a small overlapping network.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 40
Average degree 8
Maximum degree 16
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ 0.3
Minimum for the community sizes 8
Maximum for the community sizes 16
Number of overlapping nodes 8
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node 4

Figure 4.1 depicts the generated network and corresponding community structure. In Figure

4.1a, the SOCIAL fuzzy overlapping community structure is shown. Figure 4.1b shows the

crisp overlapping community structure resulting from the conversion of the fuzzy interpretation.

Finally, Figure 4.1c represents the ground truth produced by the network generation package.

A close inspection of Figure 4.1 reveals the following interesting items.

1. The high fidelity of SOCIAL community discernment is demonstrated in Figure 4.1a.

Several nodes, including nodes 24, 12, and 7, exhibit fractional and unequal memberships

to multiple communities. This fuzzy reporting conveys more information than is provided

by a crisp interpretation of community structure. In Figure 4.1b, this information is lost.
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of the network topology generated by the benchmark tool on a small
network.

SOCIAL shows that community membership is not a simple binary property, where a

node either belongs or does not belong to a community.

2. Node 29 in Figure 4.1c shows that the benchmark model is imperfect (as are all com-

munity detection algorithms). Node 29 has the following connections to its surrounding

communities: 3 edges in green with 3 triads, 1 edge in red, 1 edge in brown, 2 edges in

blue with one triad, and 2 edges in yellow with one triad. Node 29 has an overwhelming

affiliation with the green community; yet, it is not shown to be part of this community.

We suspect that the benchmark parameter "Number of communities assigned to each

overlapping node", which is set to four, prohibits the selection of five communities for
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membership. As a result, one of the communities associated with node 29 was dropped.

However, the green community was a poor choice for this omission. We note that a

similar discrepancy can be seen with node 24.

3. SOCIAL casts node 29 as exclusively green because of the very strong affiliation that is

present. Association with the other communities is eclipsed by the three triads formed in

the green community.

4. In Figure 4.1b, nodes 4 and 5 are shown to belong to all five communities. SOCIAL has

no knowledge of the four community limit and hence reports community structure based

purely on edge topology.

5. Despite the discrepancies between SOCIAL and the ground truth produced by the bench-

mark, the two community structures have a high similarity with an NMI score of 0.95.

Next, we generate 1,000 node networks to compare SOCIAL overlap detection performance

with the other test algorithms. For this testing, the mixing parameter µ is increased to create

more complex topologies. Table 4.2 describes the parameter settings for these tests. The al-

Table 4.2: Parameters used to generate 1,000 node benchmark networks for a comparison of
overlap detection between algorithms. The mixing parameter µ was varied for this test.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 1,000
Average degree 12
Maximum degree 40
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ varied
Minimum for the community sizes 20
Maximum for the community sizes 40
Number of overlapping nodes 100
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node 4

gorithms being tested, as well as the network generation package, utilize probabilistic methods

which result in varied results across runs. To ensure a balanced view of performance, ten net-

works were generated with each µ value. With the ten networks, ten executions of each algo-

rithm were performed on each of the networks. Finally, the standard deviation was taken over
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the set performance results.

Figure 4.2 plots the algorithm NMI scores when community structure produced is compared

to the ground truth. We note that lower scores do not necessarily indicate a “bad” algorithm.

Low scores may simply indicate that the community model used by an algorithm does not

match well with the community model used by the network generation package. In Figure
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Figure 4.2: NMI comparison of the three algorithms with SOCIAL. In this test of 1,000 node
networks, the Mixing parameter µ was varied. For the comparison, the community structure
reported by SOCIAL was converted to a crisp rendering.

4.2, we see that SOCIAL is competitive with the other algorithms. As expected, the scores of

all the algorithms degrade as the networks become more complex. The GANXis algorithm is

particularly sensitive to higher µ values. Also, although not recorded in the figure, the OSLOM

algorithm is quite slow, requiring up to a full minute to execute on the more complex topologies.

This slow execution time would prohibit the OSLOM algorithm from being useful on networks

containing millions of nodes.

In the final test of community overlap detection on synthetic networks, the "Number of

communities assigned to each overlapping node" parameter is varied. Using higher values for
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this parameter has an effect similar to increasing the µ value; nodes have an increased number

of edges going to a variety of communities. The parameters used to generate the networks for

this test are shown Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Parameters used to generate 1,000 node benchmark networks for a comparison of
overlap detection between algorithms. The number of communities assigned to each overlap-
ping node was varied for this test.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 1,000
Average degree 12
Maximum degree 40
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ 0.3
Minimum for the community sizes 20
Maximum for the community sizes 40
Number of overlapping nodes 100
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node varied

Figure 4.3 depicts the results of the varied "Number of communities assigned to each over-

lapping node" parameter test. The results are very similar to those shown in Figure 4.2. For

lower levels of overlap, the NMI scores are high. As more inter-mixing of communities is in-

troduced, the scores degrade. In this figure, and in Figure 4.2, the GANXis algorithm shows

by far the greatest variability between results. These large variations raise questions about the

reliability of GANXis. If a number of GANXis runs are executed on a network, which result is

to be believed? In contrast, the Fuzzy Infomap algorithm is completely consistent, showing no

variation between runs.

4.1.2 Real-World Networks

Three real-world networks, described in Table 4.4, were analyzed to demonstrate the commu-

nity overlap detection capability of SOCIAL. In each of the real-world networks tested, the

edges are undirected and unweighted. A thorough description of each network is provided in

the analysis sections corresponding to the networks.
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Figure 4.3: NMI comparison of the three algorithms with SOCIAL. In this test of 1,000 node
networks, the number of communities assigned to each overlapping node was varied. For the
comparison, the community structure reported by SOCIAL was converted to a crisp rendering.

Determining the quality of the community structure found by SOCIAL in these networks

is problematic. No ground truth exists regarding overlapping community structure for the net-

works. The ground truth for a fuzzy discernment of community structure is particularly difficult,

if not impossible, to obtain. Indeed, imagine the uncertainty of asking a large group of people

to assign a percentage to how much they belong to each of four ubiquitous communities seen

in United States culture: family, work, religious affiliation, and favorite sports activity. How

would people make the assignments? A variety of mental models, or some combination of

these models, may be used depending on the individual, including: the amount of time spent

with each group, the strength of bond felt when participating in each group, and the number

of the direct associations in the group. Similar to the complexity of determining ground truth,

fuzzy overlapping community quality metrics suffer an unfathomable complexity of interpreta-

tion. These metrics consist of extensions to existing disjoint community quality measures. For

example, Chen et al. [CS15] describe a fuzzy overlapping community quality metric that is an
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Table 4.4: Real-world networks analyzed by SOCIAL to discern fuzzy overlapping community
structure.

Dataset Num Nodes Num Edges Avg Degree Clustering Coeff

Dolphin [LSB+03] 62 159 5.1 0.3
Zachary’s Karate Club [Zac77] 34 78 4.6 0.4
PolBooks [Kre04] 105 441 8.4 0.5

extension of Girvan-Newman Modularity [NG04]. The subtlety of the “resolution” issue found

with Girvan-Newman Modularity, described in Section 2.6, when applied to disjoint commu-

nity structure suggests the strong possibility of errors and model orientated biases in community

quality metrics that are extended to the much more complex cases of crisp and fuzzy overlapping

community structure. In the absence of ground truth and a reliable and well understood quality

metric, the following mechanisms are used to validate the community structure discerned by

SOCIAL on the three selected real-world networks:

1. Availability of approximate ground truth: The networks chosen for analysis have been

studied both through physical observation by researchers and by means of well-known

(albeit, early) community detection packages where the physical research was in agree-

ment with the discerned communities. Although these results cannot be viewed as abso-

lute and do not include an analysis of community overlap, they provide an approximation

of the ground truth.

2. Visual inspection: The three networks are small enough to allow visual inspection con-

cerning choices made with regard to overlap. These choices may be logically evaluated

and reconciled with the SOCIAL model (i.e., the choices may be shown to make sense).

3. Comparison of SOCIAL output to results from other overlapping community detection

packages: In the networks tested, there is no absolutely “correct” community structure

to be found. Further, the algorithms used for comparison are based on differing models

of community discernment; hence differing results are expected. However, comparisons

can be made to show that an overall consensus of community structure is achieved on the

networks examined, and that SOCIAL is in agreement with this consensus.

4. Node attributes: Attributes may be used to infer an approximation of ground truth. For

example, the PolBooks (Political Books) Network includes an attribute that classifies
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each book as either liberal, conservative, or neutral. Here, the property of homophily (i.e.,

birds of a feather) may be applied to infer that community structure should, at minimum,

include two large communities: liberal books and conservative books.

In addition to the validation methods listed above, a consistency check is performed on the

results reported for each of the real-world networks. The goal of this consistency check is to

demonstrate that the probabilistic mechanisms used by SOCIAL to discern community structure

do not result in significantly differing reports of community structure across multiple runs on a

network. To capture and compare this level of consistency, the following procedure is performed

for each algorithm on the networks tested:

• Each algorithm is run ten times on the network under test and the reported community

structure is recorded.

• The result of each run reported by the algorithm being tested is compared to the previous

run by means of the NMI metric (for a total of nine comparisons).

• The mean and standard deviation of the nine NMI comparisons (of the algorithm to itself)

are calculated.

The first network examined is the Dolphin Network described by Lusseau et al. [LSB+03].

The Dolphin Network consists of 62 bottlenose dolphins living in Doubtful Sound, Zealand;

the dolphins were studied over a period of seven years from 1994 to 2001. These dolphins

are separated from other dolphin populations by the isolating geographic features of Doubt-

ful Sound. Because of this isolation, the dolphins have developed the unique characteristic of

forming distinct and sustained communities. In other dolphin populations, group associations

change very dynamically; these dolphins change communities several times per day. The per-

sistence in community association of the Doubtful Sound dolphins is thought to be the result of

the ecological constraints imposed by the region.

Figure 4.4 shows the fuzzy overlapping community structure of the Dolphin Network dis-

cerned by SOCIAL. In this network, four distinct communities (blue, red, yellow, and green)

are identified. Further, a number of dolphins (twelve) are shown to be associated with multiple

communities. Regarding disjoint community structure, the communities found are in agreement
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Figure 4.4: Fuzzy Overlapping community structure of the Dolphin Network [LSB+03] as re-
ported by SOCIAL. Nodes represent dolphins (labeled with dolphin names). An edge exists
between two dolphins if their associations were observed to be significantly higher than ran-
dom encounters.

with an analysis performed by Newman [LN04] in collaboration with Lusseau. In this analysis,

Newman utilizes an algorithm, commonly referred to as the Girvan-Newman algorithm, based

on the betweenness centrality metric [New04]. The algorithm runs iteratively to find and remove

the edge with the highest betweenness centrality, thus exposing community structure. The re-

sult produced by Newman, shown in Figure 4.5a, describes a disjoint (i.e., non-overlapping)

view of community structure. Note that this result was duplicated from [LN04]; that is, the

Girvan-Newman algorithm was not executed for the comparison done here. To compare the

fuzzy overlapping community structure produced by SOCIAL to the disjoint structure of the

Newman result, a conversion is performed on the SOCIAL result. For this conversion, each

node is assigned to the community corresponding with the highest value in the node’s set of

belonging coefficients. An NMI comparison of the two disjoint renderings produces a score of

0.86. Discrepancies between the two algorithms consist of three individuals: CCL, Double, and

Zap (seen in the upper right section of the blue community in Figure 4.4). The Girvan-Newman
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algorithm places these three dolphins in the green community, while SOCIAL includes them

in the blue community. We argue that the SOCIAL interpretation is more correct based on the

presence of triads. The concentration of triads within a group of nodes is a strong indicator

of community [MEG13, BDIF14, FZB14] in social networks. Examination of Figure 4.4 re-

veals that 6 triads are formed if these individuals are placed in the blue community. However,

only 3 triads are formed if they are in the green community. The Girvan-Newman algorithm

focuses exclusively on betweenness centrality; it does not account for topological features, such

as triads, that indicate community structure in social networks.

Review of the community overlap structure in Figure 4.4 shows that a number of nodes

have connections to more than one community, yet are colored to indicate sole membership to

only one of the four communities. Instances of these single community assignments include

Patchback (blue), Topless (blue), SN96 (red), and Fish (red). These assignments seem coun-

terintuitive at first glance. If nodes have edges to multiple communities, we reasonably expect

them to belong to multiple communities. The explanation for this anomaly is found through

close scrutiny of the topology of these nodes. For example, Patchback has 3 edges in the green

community and 6 edges in the blue community. However, the 3 edges in the green community

form zero triads, while the 6 edges in blue community form nine triads. This high triad count in

the blue community results in an entropy value of greater than 90 percent for blue community

membership (i.e., the entropy calculation favors triads). Conversely, the lack of triads in the

green community leads to an entropy value of less than 10 percent. The entropy threshold used

by SOCIAL for reporting a node as belonging partially to a community is 12 percent. As a

result, no membership is shown for Patchback in the green community.

Examination of the crisp overlapping depictions in Figure 4.5 reveals several interesting

items.

• Node SN100 (brown node at bottom of Figure 4.5b between the green and yellow com-

munities) demonstrates the high resolution of SOCIAL fuzzy community detection when

compared to the crisp interpretations. SN100 has two edges into the yellow community, 3

edges in the green community (with a triad), and 2 edges in the blue community. SOCIAL

proportionally reflects this topology in the coloring of SN100 in Figure 4.4. In contrast,

the crisp models report SN100 as either half in one community and half in another, or
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Figure 4.5: Community structure found in the Dolphin Network by community detection al-
gorithms used for comparison with SOCIAL results. For the crisp renderings, the level of
“belonging” displayed in the pie chart representation of each node is split equally among the
communities a node belongs to. For example, if an algorithm reports a crisp community overlap
in which a particular node belongs to four communities, the node is colored an equal 25 percent
for each community.
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completely belonging to a single community.

• In Figure 4.5b, Fuzzy Infomap shows inconsistency in assigning overlap. Several over-

lapping nodes (e.g. MN60, Zipfel, and PL) are multi-colored as expected by their con-

nections, while other nodes with similar edge configurations (e.g. Oscar, Beak, and SN4)

are cast as belonging to a single community.

• Again, in Figure 4.5c the advantage of the high resolution provided by fuzzy community

overlap over a crisp analysis is demonstrated. Node TR77 (top-most node in the center

of the figure, colored half yellow and half blue) is shown to belong equally to the yellow

and blue communities. However, this node has five edges in the blue community (with

three triads) and one edge connected to a node that is half yellow and half blue. Clearly

TR77 has a much stronger affinity to the blue community than the yellow community.

• The GANXis result, shown in Figure 4.5d appears to have accuracy issues. Node SN89

(blue node at the right edge of the blue community) shares an equal number of edges

(one) between the blue and yellow communities; yet, this node is depicted as belonging

exclusively to the blue community.

With the Dolphin Network, a consensus of community structure is achieved among the al-

gorithms (including SOCIAL). The dolphins are divided primarily into two communities. This

divide is seen distinctly in the community structure reported by the OSLOM algorithm in Figure

4.5c. In this figure, the divide is shown between the blue and the yellow colored nodes. Further,

the topology of the blue community in Figure 4.5c supports a finer grain division into several

subcommunities. This division of the blue community is detected by the SOCIAL, Newman,

and Fuzzy Infomap algorithms. Notably, for the Dolphin Network, the GANXis algorithm is

not in agreement with the other algorithms. GANXis does not subdivide the blue community;

however, it does detect a subdivision in the yellow community. To demonstrate the level of

consensus among the algorithms, Table 4.5 shows an NMI comparison between SOCIAL, the

disjoint Girvan-Newman algorithm, and the crisp overlapping community detection algorithms.

The Girvan-Newman Betweenness Centrality and Fuzzy InfoMap algorithms are are in close

agreement with SOCIAL because they both subdivide the large blue community. Agreement
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Table 4.5: NMI comparison of SOCIAL to other algorithm results on the Dolphin Network. If an
algorithm reported varied results across multiple runs, the community structure most frequently
reported was used.

Algorithm Comparison Type NMI

Girvan-Newman Disjoint 0.86
Fuzzy Infomap Crisp 0.87
OSLOM Crisp 0.69
GANXis Crisp 0.67

with the OSLOM algorithm is diminished because OSLOM does not subdivide the blue com-

munity. Finally, because of the extended size of the blue community and the shift of the red

community into the yellow community reported by the GANXis algorithm, the NMI score be-

tween SOCIAL and GANXis is very low.

Table 4.6 summarizes the level of consistency of the algorithms when run on the Dolphin

Network. The community structure of the Dolphin Network is distinct enough such that SO-

CIAL produces identical results across all runs. As indicated in the table, the OSLOM and

GANXis algorithms show a variation in reported results. With the OSLOM algorithm, the over-

all community structure is consistent (i.e., two large communities: blue and yellow). However,

uncertainty is seen in overlapping memberships across runs of the algorithm. For example, in

six of the ten runs, DN63 is reported as belonging to both the blue and yellow communities.

In the remaining four runs, DN63 is declared to belong exclusively to the yellow community.

This type of discrepancy is present with several other nodes on the border between the blue

and yellow communities including Bumper, Fish, SN100, and SN96. Discrepancies with the

GANXis algorithm are more deeply structural. Various runs of the algorithm produce conflict-

ing numbers of communities. The number of communities identified ranges from two to four.

These fluctuation are somewhat surprising since the GANXis algorithm contains a correction

for the LPA “random tie breaking” issue that causes inconsistent results.

The next real-world network we examine is the Karate Club Network described by Zachary

[Zac77]. The Zachary’s Karate Club Network is commonly used to evaluate the partition qual-

ity of community detection algorithms. Although it is small with 34 nodes and 77 edges, this

network has become a standard because we have an idea of ground truth on community di-

visions. The karate club was observed from the years 1970 through 1972. During this time,
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Table 4.6: Variation in results reported by the community detection algorithms executed on the
Dolphin Network. Each algorithm was run 10 times and NMI was calculated across the results
(i.e., each algorithm was compared to itself).

Algorithm Mean NMI Standard Deviation

SOCIAL 1.0 0.0
Fuzzy Infomap 1.0 0.0
OSLOM 0.97 0.02
GANXiS 0.86 0.09

the club split into two factions after a dispute between the club president (called John A) and

the lead instructor (Mr. Hi). The dispute lead to the formation of two separate clubs with the

original 34 members. Before the split, Zachary recorded friendship relationships between club

members. From these friendship relationships, the network shown in Figure 4.6 was derived. In

the network, nodes represent karate club members and edges correspond to friendships between

members. The two post-split factions are delineated in Figure 4.6 by means of node shapes. The

members that followed John A (node 34) are shown as circles. The faction that went with Mr.

Hi (node 1) is shown by square shapes. The challenge to the community detection algorithm is

to infer, based on the pre-split friendship relationships, the composition of the two groups after

the split. This challenge assumes that club members valued friendship over other attributes,

such as skill of the team leadership, in deciding which group to join. Nonetheless, several well-

known community detection algorithms (whose results are shown later in this section) have

demonstrated a strong correlation between the friendship relationships and the choices made

concerning which group to follow; hence, we believe the challenge is valid.

Figure 4.7 shows the fuzzy overlapping community structure found by SOCIAL in the

Karate Club Network. Here, communities found by SOCIAL are indicated by node coloring.

In the figure, we see that the colored communities discerned by SOCIAL correlate exactly with

the two factions produced by the karate club split. That is, two communities are identified (red

and green), the red colored nodes are all circles, and the green colored nodes are all squares.

In regard to community overlap, we note that, no dual memberships were observed by

Zachary (i.e., no members belonged to both clubs) after the fissure. As a result, the “club

membership” ground truth does not apply to community overlap found in the “friendship” re-

lationships presented in the Karate Club Network. However, SOCIAL reports the friendship
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Figure 4.6: Zachary’s Karate Club Network [Zac77] friendship network. Nodes represent karate
club participants. An edge exists between two individuals if they were observed to interact
outside the activities of the club (karate classes and club meetings). In other words, an edge
exists between two individuals if they could be said to be friends outside the club activities.
Node shapes are overlayed on the network to represent ground truth for community structure.
Nodes with a circular structure joined the faction started by John A (node 34). Square nodes
belong to the group lead by Mr. Hi (node 1).

relationships that span the boundary between the two clubs. The fuzzy overlap shown in Figure

4.7 is consistent with SOCIAL’s entropy based mechanism for assigning nodes to communities.

This overlap corresponds directly to the entropy values (i.e., belonging coefficients) calculated

for each node in deciding community membership. Several nodes of interest in Figure 4.7

include:

• Node 34 (John A) and Node 1 (Mr. Hi): The opposing leaders of each faction. These two

nodes are clearly central to each of the two communities. Although they both have friend-

ship relationships that span the boundary between the two clubs, these relationships are

outweighed by the magnitude of friendships within their respective clubs. Accordingly,

SOCIAL reports no community overlap regarding nodes 34 and 1.

• Node 3: Although Node 3 has an equal number of edges in both factions (five), this node

is assigned exclusively to the green community. The assignment to the green community,
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without overlap, is made because Node 3 participates in five triads in the green commu-

nity and zero in the red community. The participation in the high number of triads in the

green community results in a disparity of entropy scores that do not merit an overlapping

assignment.

• Node 10: This node has only two friends. One friend joined John A’s club and the other

friend joined Mr. Hi’s club. Although Zachary reports that Node 10 joined the John A

club (circle shaped nodes), the friendship based karate club network indicates that node

10 could legitimately be declared in either club. SOCIAL’s fuzzy community overlap

detection mechanism correctly assigns node 10 equally to each club.

• Node 28 and Node 29: These nodes illustrate the high fidelity present in SOCIAL fuzzy

overlap detection. In Figure 4.7, SOCIAL shows node 29 as belonging to the red com-

munity slightly more than node 28. In fact, the SOCIAL output data used to generate the

figure indicated that node 28 belonged 86 percent in the red community and 14 percent in

the green community. Whereas, node 29 was declared as 80 percent in the red community
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and 20 percent in the green community. Both nodes have a triad in the red community

and a single edge to the green community. However, node 28 has one more edge into the

red community than node 29. This extra edge accounts for the stronger association (six

percent) of node 28 with the red community.

• Node 29 and Node 30: This pair of nodes demonstrate the consistency of SOCIAL in

fuzzy community overlap assignment. Both nodes have identical configurations relative

to their primary communities: two internal edges that form a triad, and one edge into the

opposite community. Accordingly, SOCIAL assigns them identical belonging coefficients

with respect to their primary and secondary community memberships (80 percent and 20

percent).

Figure 4.8 enumerates the results produced by the other community detection algorithms when

executed on the Zachary’s Karate Club Network. In addition to the downloaded overlapping

community detection packages selected for comparison to SOCIAL, results from the previously

described Girvan-Newman and Louvain algorithms are included. Although these two algo-

rithms do not support overlap detection, they are well-known and have been used extensively in

the analysis of the Karate Club Network. They are included primarily to provide validation of

the correlation between friendship relationships and Karate Club faction selection. The Girvan-

Newman and Lovain algorithms were not run during our testing. Rather, the results described

in [GN02] and [BGLL08] were copied for our analysis. When all of the figures are viewed as

disjoint community structures (i.e., overlap denotations are ignored), the consensus is consistent

with the ground truth presented by the friendship network. Three of the five algorithms show

two large communities with the divide centering around nodes 34 and 1. Only the GANXis

algorithm incorrectly presents a mixing between the two factions of the network. Figure 4.8e

shows the square node 3 cast into the circular (red) community. The result produced by the

Louvain Method in Figure 4.8b shows the main divide of the two factions. That is, circles and

squares are not partitioned into the same community. However, two subcommunities, shown in

yellow and blue, are reported. SOCIAL does not favor identification of these subcommunities

because they both have two triads extending into the primary factions; yellow into the Mr. Hi

faction (red community) and blue into the John A faction (red community). Additionally, triads
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found by the Fuzzy Infomap (grbracket) algo-
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(d) Crisp overlapping community structure
found by the OSLOM algorithm [LRRF10].
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the GANXiS algorithm [XSL11].

Figure 4.8: Community structure found in the Zachary’s Karate Club Network by community
detection algorithms used for comparison with SOCIAL results.
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within the subcommunities are sparse with only one triad in each. This argument also applies

to the yellow subcommunity found by Fuzzy Infomap in Figure 4.8c.

Regarding crisp community overlap discerned by the Fuzzy Infomap, OSLOM, and GANXis

algorithms, we make the following observations.

• The Fuzzy Infomap and OSLOM algorithms report node 3 as belonging equally to both

factions. However, observation of the network indicates a much stronger relationship

with the green community (Mr. Hi faction) than the red community (John A faction).

This imbalance highlights the advantage of the fuzzy rendering produced by SOCIAL.

SOCIAL recognizes this imbalance, where node 3 has five triads in the green community

and zero in the red community. The strength of this imbalance merits the casting of node

3 entirely into the green community.

• In Figure 4.8c, Fuzzy Infomap exhibits poor resolution. For example, nodes 5 and 11 each

have only thee edges, with one edge into the red community and two edges internal to the

green community. Further, both nodes have triad formations with the green community.

As a result, some level of overlap should be indicated for these nodes.

• Despite many edges between the red and green factions, the OSLAM algorithm in Figure

4.8d reports only one overlapping node; thus indicating a resolution issue.

• The half memberships to both factions of nodes 4 and 13 reported by the GANXis al-

gorithm in Figure 4.8e is confusing. The other algorithms, including SOCIAL, show

these nodes as isolated within the green community. This dual membership of nodes 4

and 13 is the result of the propagation of label probabilities that is characteristic of LBA

implementations.

Table 4.7 shows an NMI comparison between SOCIAL and the other community detection

algorithms. This table provides a metric based view of the differences between SOCIAL and

the other algorithms that correlates to visual comparison shown in Figure 4.5. The Lovain and

Fuzzy Infomap algorithms have the lowest NMI scores because they declare more communities

than detected by SOCIAL. The scores comparing SOCIAL to the Girvan-Newman, OSLOM,
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GANXis algorithms are quite high, reflecting the detection of two communities and a high

similarity in the community sizes.

Table 4.7: NMI comparison of SOCIAL to other algorithm results on Zachary’s Karate Club
Network. If an algorithm reported varied results across multiple runs, the community structure
most frequently reported was used.

Algorithm Comparison Type NMI

Girvan-Newman Disjoint 1.0
Louvain Disjoint 0.59
Fuzzy Infomap Crisp 0.81
OSLOM Crisp 0.91
GANXis Crisp 0.89

Table 4.8 shows the level of consistency of the algorithms when run on the Karate Club

Network. In the table, SOCIAL shows a slight variation between runs. This variation is at-

tributed to the probabilistic component of the SOCIAL algorithm. In one of the ten executions

of SOCIAL, a subcommunity was reported that is similar to the blue subcommunity detected

by the Louvain Method in Figure 4.8b. With the Karate Club Network, the Fuzzy Infomap and

OSLOM were consistent across all runs. Again, the GANXiS algorithm exhibited the highest

level of inconsistency with a standard deviation of 0.13.

Table 4.8: Variation in results reported by the community detection algorithms executed on the
Zachary’s Karate Club network. Each algorithm was run 10 times and NMI was calculated
across the results (i.e., each algorithm was compared to itself).

Algorithm Mean NMI Standard Deviation

SOCIAL 0.97 0.05
Fuzzy Infomap 1.0 0.0
OSLOM 1.0 0.0
GANXiS 0.78 0.13

The last real-world network we analyze for community overlap is the PolBooks Network.

The PolBooks Network was derived from political books sold by Amazon. Most of these books

have been published or edited in the United States. In the network, books are represented by

nodes. An edges exists between two nodes (books) if they were frequently co-purchasing by

the same buyers. That is, the two books are identified in the "customers who bought this book

also bought these other books" listing on Amazon. Each book in the network is marked with an
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attribute of “liberal”, “conservative”, or “neutral” based descriptions and reviews of the books

posted on Amazon. This attribute may be used to verify community structure discerned by the

algorithms tested. We expect a structure that exhibits the property of homophily among the lib-

eral and conservative books where, for the most part, people buying political books tend to buy

books corresponding to their political affinity. The PolBooks Network is an interesting addition

to the set of networks we examine because it was not derived from direct social interaction be-

tween people (or dolphins). As a result, it presents different topological features. For example,

as seen in Table reftab:realOverlap, the PolBooks Network has a much higher average degree

and clustering coefficient than the other networks.

Figure 4.9 depicts the fuzzy overlapping community structure discerned by SOCIAL. In

the figure, square nodes indicate liberal books, round nodes represent conservative books, and

triangular nodes are neutral books. As expected, SOCIAL aggregates the majority of the liberal

and conservative books according to political orientation. No organized structure is seen in the

neutral books. The small amount of overlap (6 out of 105 books) affirms the staunch mindsets

observed in any political discussion. The fuzzy overlapping community structure shown is

consistent with the structure found in the other tested networks. Solid colored nodes with edges

into multiple communities are the result of overwhelming affiliation to a single community,

indicated by a majority of edges within that community and the presence of triads. In this

figure, the high fidelity of SOCIAL community detection is demonstrated again. For, example

the bottom most red node that is partially green has three edges. Two of its edges go into the red

community forming a triad. The third edge goes into the green community. SOCIAL reflects

this topology by indicating an 80 percent membership to red and a 20 membership to green.

Figure 4.10 shows the crisp community structure found by the other algorithms. All three al-

gorithms are successful in aggregating the liberal and conservative books. The Fuzzy Infomap

solution is the most similar to SOCIAL, identifying both the yellow and green communities.

However, Fuzzy Infomap identifies a fifth community (brown). This additional community ap-

pears to be spurious because it is not particularly dense has a very small core (solid colored

nodes) size of three. The following observations are made regarding the crisp community over-

lap detected by the three algorithms. OSLOM, and GANXis algorithms, we make the following

observations.
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Figure 4.9: Fuzzy Overlapping community structure of the PolBooks Network [Kre04] dis-
cerned by SOCIAL. Round nodes indicate conservative books, square nodes represent liberal
books, and triangular nodes are neutral books. In this figure, colors denote community structure.
Round nodes and squares nodes are aggregated by SOCIAL as expected.

• Surprisingly, in all ten runs of the OSLOM algorithm (Figure 4.10b, no community over-

lap was detected.

• Within the green community, the upper most square node on the right side is shown by

all the algorithms in Figure 4.10 as solid green. However, this node has an equal number

of edges (two) and triads (one) in the green community and blue community. SOCIAL is

the only algorithm that identifies this node as overlapping.

• Again, as with the other networks, the need for a higher resolution than a crisp rendering

allows is seen in overlap detection. The overlapping nodes that are shown exhibit an

imbalance in the communities they belong to. However, these nodes are reported as

belonging equally to each of their communities.

Table 4.9 shows an NMI comparison between SOCIAL and the other community detection

algorithms for the PolBooks network. High NMI scores are seen with all of the algorithms
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(a) Crisp overlapping community structure
found by the Fuzzy Infomap (grbracket) algo-
rithm [VER11].
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(b) Crisp overlapping community structure
found by the OSLOM algorithm [LRRF10].
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(c) Crisp overlapping community structure re-
ported by the GANXiS algorithm [XSL11].

Figure 4.10: Community structure found in the PolBooks Network by community detection
algorithms used for comparison with SOCIAL results.
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because they all successfully aggregate the two large components of the network: the liberal

and conservative books. The NMI scores reflect the differences in overlap reporting and, in the

OSLOM and GANXis algorithms, the absence of the yellow community.

Table 4.9: NMI comparison of SOCIAL to other algorithm results on the PolBooks Network.
If an algorithm reported varied results across multiple runs, the community structure most fre-
quently reported was used.

Algorithm Comparison Type NMI

Fuzzy Infomap Crisp 0.95
OSLOM Crisp 0.92
GANXis Crisp 0.91

In Table 4.10, the variation in results across each run is shown. The SOCIAL, Fuzzy In-

fomap, and OSLOM algorithms are highly consistent. As with the other networks, the GANXis

algorithm is the least consistent. Notably, the OSLOM algorithm showed no deviation in re-

sults in the three networks tested, indicating the absence of a probabilistic component in the

algorithm.

Table 4.10: Variation in results reported by the community detection algorithms executed on
the PolBooks Network. Each algorithm was run 10 times and NMI was calculated across the
results (i.e., each algorithm was compared to itself).

Algorithm Mean NMI Standard Deviation

SOCIAL 0.97 0.05
Fuzzy Infomap 1.0 0.0
OSLOM 0.96 0.04
GANXiS 0.82 0.07

4.2 Concurrency

The performance tests described in this section focus primarily on SOCIAL’s utilization of

concurrency to achieve rapid execution. The secondary focus is accuracy, with the goal of

demonstrating that SOCIAL’s use of concurrency does not impact its accuracy. Performance

tests were executed on a HP ProLiant DL360 G7 Server running the Linux Operating System.

This server has two Intel R⃝ Xeon R⃝ X5675 processors running at 2.66GHz. Each processor runs

6 cores, with each core supporting 2 hyper-threads. Further, the system configuration includes
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90 Gigabytes of RAM. During testing, care was taken to dedicate the system exclusively to

SOCIAL evaluation.

This analysis focuses exclusively on the SOCIAL algorithm. As determined through our

testing, the three algorithms used for comparison in Section 4.1 apparently are not optimized

to support processing of large networks. Fuzzy Infomap is the only algorithm of the three

that completed community discernment on a sample three million node network. However, it

required more than an order of magnitude above SOCIAL to finish (78 sec vs. 4623 sec); hence,

it is not considered competitive in large network processing. Fuzzy Infomap has concurrency

features. During execution, the algorithm generates the output line "trying to parallelize the

recursive part”. Clearly, a high level of parallelism is not achieved. Both the GANXiS and

OSLOM algorithm continued running for over four hours before being terminated. The poor

performance of these three algorithms on large networks confirms our assertion made in Section

1 that other algorithms do not support all three of the important requirements of community

detection algorithms: (i) overlap detection, (ii) processing of large networks, and (iii) dynamic

network processing.

As described in Chapter 3, SOCIAL executes continuously, refining community structure

and processing dynamic topology updates. Since the networks tested are not dynamic, SOCIAL

execution on each network achieves a point where the average network entropy stabilizes, in-

dicating a near static community structure has been discerned. Once average network entropy

stabilizes, any updates to community structure are the result of nodes belonging equally, or

nearly equally, to multiple communities and toggling membership between to these commu-

nities. For the tests performed, a snapshot of community structure was taken at this point of

stabilized entropy for performance evaluation.

4.2.1 Synthetic Networks

The network generation package developed by Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08] was used to gener-

ate benchmark networks for performance evaluation. This package, described in Section 2.6,

utilizes a variety of parameters to generate synthetic networks containing social structure. The

parameters of interest for this analysis and their corresponding values used are described in

Table 4.11. The mixing parameter µ is the key parameter used in specifying the topological
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Table 4.11: Parameters used in the benchmark program by Lancichinetti et al. [LFR08].

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 3,000,000
Average degree 12
Maximum degree 40
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ varied
Minimum for the community sizes 20
Maximum for the community sizes 40
Number of overlapping nodes 1,000
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node 4

complexity of the generated network. For algorithm testing in this analysis, networks were

generated for each of following µ values: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. These µ values result in

networks that are increasingly more difficult for community detection algorithms to find com-

munity structure. As demonstrated in Figure 2.16, networks generated with µ values <= 0.3

exhibit distinct communities which are relatively easy to identify. However, the communities

seen in networks created with µ values > 0.3 are highly interconnected; hence, the communities

are quite difficult to discern.

Figure 4.11 shows the execution time required by SOCIAL to discern community structure

for each of the test networks. The impact of concurrent processing was determined by incre-

mentally increasing the number of threads allocated to the algorithm. In other words, SOCIAL

was executed multiple times on each network; with each execution, a thread count argument

was specified to set the number of threads allocated. In this context, a thread is a Java construct

that allows code to run in an independent execution path, thus allowing concurrent execution

within a single program. Since the test system was used in a stand-alone mode (i.e., SOCIAL

was the only “user” program running), the operating system assigned each thread to a separate

core. This separation was verified by means of the Linux tool “top”.

The execution times shown in Figure 4.11 are quite dramatic. With 12 threads allocated,

all of the 3, 000, 000 node networks were processed in less than 60 seconds. SOCIAL’s per-

formance is highlighted by attempting to run a variety of downloadable packaged community
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detection algorithms on these networks. Indeed, the packaged algorithms require many hours

(or days) to complete community discernment on these networks. What’s more, the average

ingest time for each of the synthetic networks by SOCIAL is approximately 17 seconds. The

ingest time is the time required to read a file containing nodes and edges, and construct the

network; this time is a function of the number of nodes and edges. Network ingest is a one-time

unavoidable processing step performed during SOCIAL startup. If the network ingest time is

subtracted from execution time, the time required for community detection by SOCIAL is even

more favorable, as depicted in the inset of Figure 4.11.

In Figure 4.11, large performance gains initially observed by adding threads taper off as

more threads are allocated. This degradation in performance improvement can be explained by

Amdahl’s Law [Amd67]. Amdahl’s Law describes the phenomena of diminishing returns in

performance as processors are added to a computing problem that consists of both sequential

and parallel components. Basically, as more processors are added, the work done in parallel

becomes less prominent and the sequential work gains prominence. As a result, the initial

dramatic improvement seen by adding processors is significantly diminished as more and more

processors are added. The “Speedup”, S (n), predicated by Amdahl’s Law resulting from adding

processors to a computing problem is defined by the equation

S (n) =
1

1−α
n + α

, (4.1)

where, n is the number of processors and α is the proportion of sequential processing to total

processing.

For the synthetic networks tested, approximately 14.8% (i.e., α = 0.148) of SOCIAL pro-

cessing time consists of sequential processing. This sequential work includes randomization of

node assignments to threads, and the overhead associated with creating and launching each par-

allel thread allocated to process a subset of the nodes. The percentage of sequential processing

does not include the initial ingest of the network since this is a one-time activity. A modified

version of SOCIAL that executes a number of iterations consistent with the synthetic networks

was run to derive the sequential percentage value. Here, SOCIAL was modified so that the

threads did no work (i.e., they are launched and exit). The average time to run SOCIAL in this
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scenario on the synthetic networks was around 21 seconds. Subtracting the network ingest time

of 17 seconds revealed a processing time of four seconds. Interestingly, the four second time

is consistent regardless of the number of threads allocated, suggesting that the majority of the

sequential processing is spend randomizing and assigning nodes to subsets for processing, and

thread management time is marginal. Finally, to calculate the percentage of sequential process-

ing, we answer the question: “with near maximal parallelization, what percentage of time is

spend performing sequential processing?”. This question was answered by capturing the time

required to process one of the networks using 12 threads. The total time, excluding network in-

gest, was recorded at 27 seconds. Since the sequential processing time is known to be 4 seconds,

the proportion of sequential processing to total processing time is 4/28 or 0.148. Using these

calculations, a plot (labeled as Amdahl 0.3) of the predicted execution time is included in Figure

4.11 for the network generated with a µ value of 0.3. The Amdahl 0.3 plot was created using

Amdahl’s Law with the calculated α value of 0.148. The resulting speedup factor for each thread

(processor) count was then applied to the execution time required for a single thread; 191.0 for

this network. For example, with 12 threads, S (12) = 1/(((1 − 0.148)/12) + 0.148) = 4.566.

Dividing 191.0 by 4.566 yields the data point of 41.8 for 12 threads. As may be observed, the

actual degradation in performance improvement seen with SOCIAL is remarkably similar to the

degradation predicted by Amdahl’s Law.

Is this degradation of performance improvement disconcerting? We argue it is not a con-

cern for two reasons. First, the processing time demonstrated for large-scale dense networks is

quite low and very competitive. Second, the threshold for the decreased contribution of parallel

processing is dependent on the amount of work required of the parallel threads. That is, net-

works containing more nodes and edges, and more complex topologies will require more thread

processing, and hence maintain a decreased ratio of sequential to parallel processing. The point

of diminishing returns is hit only after the problem has been decomposed (i.e., parallelized), to

the extent that each thread is performing an almost trivial amount of work. When this point is

achieved, and sequential processing time begins gaining prominence, the total execution time

required to process a network is very favorable.

Figure 4.12 presents a different view of SOCIAL performance. The figure shows the number

of entropy calculation performed per iteration for each of the synthetic networks. The first detail
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to note is that the more complex networks require more iterations. More iterations are expected

in increasingly complex network topologies because community structure is more difficult to

discern. The second, and more important, point conveyed by Figure 4.12 is that the number

of entropy calculations performed by SOCIAL diminish significantly with each iteration. This

reduction in entropy calculations is attributed to the emergent community structure. As com-

munities are formed, an increasing number of individual nodes are “satisfied” with their com-

munity and no entropy calculations are required or performed. This optimization contributes to

SOCIAL’s overall high performance and minimizes the impact of additional iterations required

to process more complex network topologies.

As demonstrated in the proceeding paragraphs, the concurrent processing approach used by

SOCIAL offers high performance on large-scale networks. However, a high speed algorithm is

not useful if community detection accuracy is not maintained. Figure 4.13 shows the accuracy

of community structure identified by SOCIAL when compared to the ground truth communities

produced by the network generation package. Again, the NMI tool provided by Lancichinetti

et al. [LFR08] is used to compare community structures.

In this test, 10 networks were produced for each µ value, and SOCIAL was run 10 times

on each network. These multiple runs on multiple networks were performed to ensure a bal-

anced view of performance because both the SOCIAL algorithm and the network generation

package are probabilistic. Following the test runs, the standard deviation was taken over the set

performance results for the networks corresponding to each µ value.

SOCIAL demonstrates high accuracy in Figure 4.13. The accuracy is at or near 100 per-

cent for the µ range 0.1 to 0.3. Starting at µ value 0.4, the accuracy begins to degrade. This

degradation is attributed to network complexity rather than errors made by SOCIAL. In the

more complex networks, an increasing number of nodes span two or more communities to the

extent that a clear choice of assignment to a set of communities is not easily discernable. (i.e.,

high community overlap). These nodes toggle between communities probabilistically. When

the snapshot of community structure is taken, a percentage of these nodes happen to belong to

communities that are in disagreement with the ground truth provided by the network generation

package

Figure 4.14 supports the argument that the average entropy of a network may be considered
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a community detection quality metric. To make this argument, SOCIAL was run on the 3 million

node synthetic network created with a µ value of 0.4. During this run, SOCIAL recorded the

community structure and average network entropy at the end of each iteration. After the data

was collected, the onmi tool was run to obtain the NMI score for the community structure

captured at each iteration. Figure 4.14 shows a plot of the NMI scores compared to the average

entropy values recorded during SOCIAL execution. As shown in the figure, the entropy values

strongly correlate to the NMI scores. That is, in the early iterations community structure is

not emergent, and the average network entropy reflects this. As community structure emerges,

entropy rises and the selected communities agree increasingly with the ground truth.

4.2.2 Real-World Networks

SOCIAL was used the discern community structure in the following real-world networks.

1. com-DBLP [YL12] - Undirected network, constructed from research papers in computer

science. Nodes represent authors of papers. An edge between two authors indicates they

have published at least one paper together.

2. com-Youtube [YL12] - Undirected network, captured from the Youtube video-sharing

web site where users form friendships with each other and may create groups which

other users may join. Nodes correspond to users. Edges represent friendship between

two users or common membership within a user group.

3. soc-Pokec [TZ12] - Directed network, created from the on-line social network Pokec that

is popular in Slovakia. Nodes are users of the Pokec. Edges correspond to friendships

between users.

4. wiki-Talk [LHK10] - Directed network, captured from Wikipedia talk pages. Each reg-

istered Wikipedia contributor has a talk page. Nodes correspond to Wikipedia users. A

directed edge between user i and user j exists if user i has edited the talk page of user j at

least once.

5. com-Live.Journal [YL12] - Undirected network, constructed from the LiveJournal on-

line blogging community where blogs correspond a set of user-defined groups. Nodes are

users, and an edge exists between two users if they both belong to at least one common

group.
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Table 4.12 summarizes the properties of the real-world networks tested. In these networks,

Table 4.12: Real-world networks analyzed by SOCIAL to discern community structure.

Dataset Num Nodes Num Edges Avg Degree Max Degree

com-DBLP 317, 080 1, 049, 866 6.6 343
com-Youtube 1, 134, 890 2, 987, 624 5.3 28, 754
soc-Pokec 1, 632, 803 30, 622, 564 37.5 8, 763
wiki-Talk 2, 394, 385 5, 021, 410 2.1 100, 022
com-Live.Journal 3, 997, 962 34, 681, 189 17.4 14, 815

a variety of anomalous topological structures where observed. For example, 94 percent of

the nodes in the directed wiki-Talk network have an out-degree of zero. That is, from their

point of view, they have no neighbors. Further, one node has an out-degree of 100,022; a very

busy individual indeed. Unfortunately, these anomalous topologies are the norm in real-world

networks. These networks do not exhibit the consistency of synthetic networks, and hence are

important to include in the evaluation of a community detection algorithm.

The results of SOCIAL execution on the real-world networks while utilizing 12 threads

are shown in Table 4.13. The results vary widely between networks because of their differing

topological structures. In particular, the variance in the number iterations required and final

average entropy is interesting, and corresponds to the level of ambivalent belongingness present

in the network topologies.

Table 4.13: Results of analysis of real-world networks by SOCIAL.

Dataset Exec Time (s) Iterations Avg Entropy Communities

com-DBLP 11.2 19 0.96 15, 083
com-Youtube 41.2 21 0.97 14, 383
soc-Pokec 108.5 26 0.93 106, 766
wiki-Talk 299.7 16 0.97 1, 847, 216
com-Live.Journal 278.4 12 0.94 14, 383

Figure 4.16 demonstrates SOCIAL performance gains as the level of concurrent processing

is increased. As seen in Section 4.2.1, the large performance gains initially observed by adding

processors erodes as more processors are added. Again, the erosion is consistent with Amdahl’s

Law. The ingest time of these networks is dependent on the number of nodes and edges, and

obviously varies between the networks. Because the real-world networks are more complex

than the synthetic networks, and generally required more processing time, the network ingest
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time is seen as much less of a component of overall execution time. The inset in Figure 4.16

shows the execution times with the ingest time excluded.

The exact ground truth for the real-networks is unknown. Further, the ground truth may be

impossible to determine for large-scale networks. In social networks, people may be surveyed

to determine their affiliations and level of participation. However, people cannot be relied upon

to accurately portray this information [Sch99]. For example, within LiveJournal, a very mascu-

line individual may proudly declare participation in the "Beloved Fans of the National Football

League" community, but hesitate to declare greater participation in the "Baby Kittens!" com-

munity.

Alternatively, quality metrics exist for measuring community detection “goodness”. The

use of metrics is problematic for the following reasons. First, metrics are model based, where

the model is derived from one of many definitions of community. As a result, a particular model

may be applied effectively to some network topologies but not others. Second, the thresholds

for declaration of “good” or “bad” are not defined. For example, if a metric defines zero as

the worst score and one has the best score, is a score of 0.8 a good score? Finally, the scores

produced by metrics can be misleading. For instance, the resolution issues associated with the

Girvan-Newman Modularity [NG04] metric are well documented [FB07]. Another common

issue is seen when a community detection algorithm incorrectly produces one (or very few)

monolithic communities. Several well-known metrics (e.g., conductance [Chu97]) generate a

high score in this scenario, and care must be taken to ensure that a high scoring algorithm is

indeed precise in community detection.

As argued in section 4.2.1, average network entropy correlates closely with NMI score

and may be considered a community detection quality metric. Table 4.13 includes the final

average entropy of the real-world networks tested. The entropies recorded are quite high, with

all them exceeding 0.90. Average entropy values in this range indicate a high certainty regarding

community belongingness, and hence suggest an accurate presentation of community structure.

NMI scores in this range denote high accuracy in a node by node comparison of ground truth

community versus discerned community. That is, a NMI score of 0.97 indicates 97 percent

accuracy in assigning nodes to communities. Similarly, using the strong correlation between

NMI and average entropy, the average entropies listed in Table 4.13 may be thought of as
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the accuracy percentage in node assignments to communities. Unfortunately, average network

entropy exhibits the shortcoming, described above, that is seen in other community detection

quality metrics; one (or very few) monolithic communities result in a high score. However, the

high number of communities found, as shown in Table 4.13, allow this concern to be dismissed.

4.2.3 Discussion

A single algorithm that exactly matches the absolute ground truth for every real-world topology

is probably impossible to devise, primarily because community detection algorithms are model

based and different models present differing views of community structure. We argue that,

rather than absolute ground truth accuracy, the knowledge provided by a community detec-

tion algorithm is the key consideration, where the community structure derived by a particular

model presents a view that exposes useful hidden information. From this information, the next

level of data mining may be performed to answer primary questions including: (i) given the

communities which contain an individual of interest, what groups and individuals within each

community are this individual associated with, and how closely, (ii) which nodes fill important

roles within each community, (iii) which communities have interesting or anomalous proper-

ties such as particularly high density, centrality to other communities, and isolation from other

communities, and (iv) what is the temporal behavior of communities in a network.

Figure 4.16 illustrates SOCIAL’s ability to facilitate the answers to these questions. In

Figure 4.16, three communities found by SOCIAL in the com-DBLP network are shown. Here,

the yellow node in the center is the “individual of interest”. To assist in understanding Figure

4.16, three considerations are noted. First, for clarity, edges from the three communities to

external communities are not shown. Second, all of the yellow node’s edges are displayed in

the figure; i.e., the yellow node has no edges to communities other than those presented in

Figure 4.16. Third, edges between the three communities are not filtered. Hence, we can see

that there are no edges between the three communities other than those presented by the yellow

node. From Figure 4.16, and the full community structure provided by SOCIAL, the following

information may be obtained:

1. The yellow node belongs equally to the three communities shown.

2. As previously stated, the yellow node belongs only to these communities.
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3. Yellow’s closest associates in each community are revealed by the edges connecting yel-

low to the communities.

4. Yellow’s “inner circles” within each community are exposed by examination of triad

participation.

5. The three communities are quite distinct. Except for the yellow node, they have no com-

mon members. Because of this distinctiveness, finding the primary attribute that led to

the formation of each of the communities would indeed be revealing.

6. The application of a network analysis package to this subnetwork will reveal the overall

cohesiveness (i.e., density and clustering coefficient) of the communities. Additionally,

this analysis will identify the most important members or leaders (i.e., high centrality and

betweenness) of each community, including yellow’s role.

7. Although edges to other communities are not shown in the figure, the relationships be-

tween the three communities and other communities in the network may be examined by

utilizing the overall network community structure provided by SOCIAL.

Since the entire network was created during ingest, the temporal evolution of the com-DBLP

network is unknown. However, for dynamic networks, snapshots of community structure over

time could be taken for temporal analysis.

4.3 Dynamic Networks

The goal of this section is to demonstrate that SOCIAL’s processing of dynamic network updates

produces results that are consistent with results seen during evaluation of static networks. Fur-

ther, we show that the processing of dynamic updates is limited to a small subset of nodes in the

network. As described in Chapter 3, SOCIAL incorporates dynamic updates by re-evaluating

the communities impacted by a change. This approach accurately captures the true impact of

an update and contrasts with the overly restrictive metric based approaches described in Section

2.5.
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4.3.1 Demonstration of SOCIAL Dynamic Update Processing

We begin by evaluating a small network shown in Figure 4.17a. This network is used to visually

demonstrate results that are consistent with the SOCIAL model of community structure when

dynamic updates to a network are received. In Figure 4.17, SOCIAL processing of added nodes

and edges is examined. From this figure, the following observations are made.

• Figure 4.17c shows a split of the network into two communities when disjoint triads

are formed on opposite sides of the network. Further, node 1, with one edge in each

community is shown to belong to each community equally. This result is consistent with

SOCIAL community discernment on an identical static network.

• Figure motifA4 indicates a shift of node 1 into a primarily blue membership as two edges

are added to form a triad in the blue community. At the same time, node 7 recognizes this

change in node 1, and adopts a partial blue membership.

• Symmetry is restored in Figure 4.17e as two edges are added between node 1 and the red

community. Again, node 1 shows half membership to each community.

• The addition of edge e2,5 in Figure 4.17f forms a triad between the two communities and

results in a merge to a single community.

Next, in Figure 4.18, SOCIAL’s management of the removal of nodes and edges is exam-

ined. Figure 4.18a shows the static full network where the test begins. As expected, the com-

munity structure reported by SOCIAL includes a single (blue) community. With the dynamic

removal of nodes and edges, the following events are noted in Figure 4.18.

• In Figure 4.18b, the edge e4,6 is removed to produce a network identical to the one seen

in Figure 4.18f. The removal results in the persistence of a single community that is

consistent between the “add” and “remove” tests.

• Edge e4,6 is removed in Figure 4.18c. This removal results in a complete break of direct

links between the dense red and blue triad structures and a split into two communities

occurs. Node 1 is left in the middle, belonging equally to both communities.
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• An imbalance is introduced in Figure 4.18d as edges are removed resulting in node 1

belonging primarily to the blue community. Node 7 detects this change and reflects partial

membership to blue because of its edge to node 1.

• Additional edges are removed in Figure 4.18e such that node belongs equally to both the

red and blue communities. Node 7 detects this change now is seen as completely in the

red community.

• Finally, in Figure 4.18f, nodes 2, 4, 5, and 6, and their corresponding edges are removed.

This removal results in compression into a single community and is consistent with the

community structure found in the “add” test in Figure 4.17b.

Overall, Figures 4.17 and 4.18 may be viewed as mirror images of dynamic network con-

struction and deconstruction. In both tests, each stage of network evolution results in an identi-

cal community structure as discerned by SOCIAL. The important conclusion to draw from this

test is that the outcome of each dynamic update results in a set of communities that are iden-

tical to the structure that would be found by SOCIAL in a static network containing the same

topology. In other words, the mechanism for processing dynamic updates is true to the SOCIAL

model for community structure. Indeed, as described in Section 2.5, further localization of the

update mechanism would result in community structures of doubtful integrity where special

cases abound.

4.3.2 Impact of Dynamic Updates on SOCIAL Execution

Lastly, we perform a sequence of tests that show the execution impact on SOCIAL of dynami-

cally adding and removing nodes along with their corresponding edges. That is, we determine

the amount of work that SOCIAL performs to incorporate dynamic network updates. This work

is measured in terms of the number of entropy calculations required to re-achieve stability after

updates are received. In the tests, network updates are sent to SOCIAL after community struc-

ture has emerged from the original static network. Updates are sent in batches of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

and 12 nodes, where each node has a corresponding set of edges that must also be processed by

SOCIAL. The networks are generated using the Lancichinetti Benchmark package. For the two

tests that measure the dynamic addition of nodes and edges, the following procedure is used.
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1. A network is generated using the benchmark package.

2. A number of nodes (varied from two to twelve, depending on the test phase) and their

corresponding edges are randomly selected and removed from the network. These nodes

and edges are saved for later dynamic addition to the network.

3. SOCIAL is run on the remaining nodes and edges in the network. The number of entropy

calculations performed during processing of the static network is recorded.

4. After stability in community structure has been achieved, the withheld nodes are sent to

SOCIAL in a batch for dynamic processing. Again, the number of entropy calculations

required (for the node and edge additions) is recorded.

5. When stability in community structure is re-established, the ratio of (dynamic entropy

calculations÷static entropy calculations)×100 is calculated to provide a measure of the

work performed by SOCIAL to process the node and edge additions.

In the node removal tests, a similar procedure is used.

1. A network is generated using the benchmark package.

2. A number of nodes (varied from two to twelve, depending on the test phase) and their

corresponding edges are randomly selected and stored for dynamic removal.

3. SOCIAL is run on the entire network. The number of entropy calculations performed

during processing of the static network is recorded.

4. After stability in community structure has been achieved, the nodes and edges marked for

removal are sent to SOCIAL in a batch for dynamic processing. The number of entropy

calculations required during processing of the node and edge removal is recorded.

5. When stability in community structure is re-established, the ratio of (dynamic entropy

calculations÷static entropy calculations)×100 is calculated to provide a measure of the

work performed by SOCIAL to process the node and edge removals.

For both the addition and removal tests, a benchmark parameter is varied to provide a differing

views of the impact of dynamic updates. In one set of tests, the network size is increased while

keeping all other parameters fixed. In another set of tests, network size is held constant, but

community size is varied.

In the first set of tests, the network size is varied by increasing the number of nodes and

their corresponding edges for each test. Table 4.14 lists the benchmark parameters used for
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these tests. Figure 4.19 depicts the results of dynamically adding a varied number of nodes and

Table 4.14: Benchmark parameters used to generate networks for the two tests that evaluate
the impact of networks size on the number of dynamic entropy calculations required (Figures
4.19 and 4.20). For these tests, the network size is varied; networks consisting of 2,000, 4,000,
6,000, and 8,000 nodes are created.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes varied
Average degree 12
Maximum degree 40
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ 0.3
Minimum for the community sizes 20
Maximum for the community sizes 20
Number of overlapping nodes 40
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node 4

edges to networks of different sizes. This figure demonstrates a correlation between the ratio of

the number of communities÷network size, and the amount of work performed by SOCIAL. This

correlation is seen throughout all the tests performed. Figure 4.19, shows that less work is done

as networks become larger, thus reducing the ratio of the number of communities to network

size. This result is intuitively clear since SOCIAL re-evaluates communities impacted by a

dynamic update. If a network consists of a single community, the whole network is re-evaluated;

if network contains 1,000 communities, a single community making up a small portion of the

network is typically evaluated. We do not provide an assumption of typical community size.

Community size varies in each real-world network. However, we venture that these restricted

community structures are quite unusual in real-world networks. As seen in Table 4.13, large

real-world networks typically present a proportionally consistent large number of communities.

Further, in large networks (greater than one million nodes) that consist of several communities,

little useful information may discerned regarding the meaning of community membership other

than the presence of a bipartite-like structure. In Figure 4.19, the worst case occurs when a batch

of twelve nodes with their corresponding edges are dynamically added to a network consisting

of 2,000 nodes. Here, the dynamic verses static entropy calculation percentage is eight percent.
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We argue that this percentage is quite low considering the small network size, the high average

degree of each node (20), and the number of nodes dynamically added. In contrast, when only

two nodes are added to the eight thousand node network, the entropy ratio approaches zero.

A similar test, of network size variation, is performed in Figure 4.20. However, in this test,

nodes and edges are dynamically removed instead of added. As seen in the tests performed on

a small network in the Section 4.3.1, a symmetry is observed in results of the node addition and

removal tests; both tests result in roughly the same amount of work by SOCIAL to re-establish

a stable community structure. As observed in the node addition test, the worst case occurs

when 12 nodes are dynamically added to the smallest network. Again, with a pair of nodes

added to the largest network, the entropy ratio is near zero. These tests bring up a performance

consideration in dynamic network processing. That is, the update rate (i.e., batch size) has a

strong impact on the amount of work done by SOCIAL. Like the number of communities verses

network size, this value may vary greatly in real-world networks. For example, in the com-

DBLP network of co-authorships of research papers described earlier, dynamic updates may

be received as infrequently as less than one hundred per day. On the other hand, a network

representing websites on the internet may receive hundreds of updates each second. However,

with the enormous size of the internet, the localization of dynamic processing provided by

SOCIAL will limit the number of nodes that are re-processed to a small fraction of the total

network size.

Table 4.15 lists the benchmark parameters used in the tests that measure the amount of work

done by SOCIAL during dynamic updates when community size is varied. In Figures 4.21 and

4.22, community size is varied. The results of these tests confirm the previously made assertion

that the amount of work performed by SOCIAL on dynamic updates is dependent on the ratio

of the number of communities verses network size. In these figures, each plot line represents a

network generated with a different community size parameter, with all networks consisting of

6,000 nodes. As community size increases, the number of communities to network size ratio

increases. With this increase, more work is required by SOCIAL to re-establish community

structure. Here again, despite the random selection of nodes that are added or removed, the

results obtained from adding or removing nodes are quite close.
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Table 4.15: Benchmark parameters used to generate networks for the two tests that evaluate
the impact of community size on the number of dynamic entropy calculations required (Figures
4.21 and 4.22). For these tests, community size is varied; networks with communities consisting
of 10, 20, 40, and 80 nodes are created.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 6,000
Average degree 12
Maximum degree 40
Exponent for degree distribution, γ 2
Exponent for community size distribution, β 1
Mixing parameter µ 0.3
Minimum for the community sizes varied
Maximum for the community sizes varied
Number of overlapping nodes 40
Number of communities assigned to each overlapping node 4

With the favorable results seen in these tests, we note that the network generation package

provides a simulation of real-world social networks. These networks are scale-free, where the

majority of nodes have few connections, and a small subset of nodes have many connections

[Bar03]. As a result, added or deleted nodes are likely to be in the majority group (with a small

number of edges) that invoke minimal disruption to community structure.

In our final test, we compare the accuracy of SOCIAL on a full static network to perfor-

mance on the same network where twelve nodes are withheld and added dynamically. Because

of the probabilistic nature of SOCIAL, we note the near impossibility of achieving identical

NMI scores between runs on the same network. However, NMI differences between identical

networks should approach statistical insignificance. Indeed, Table 4.16 shows that SOCIAL

processing of dynamic updates in building full benchmark networks produces results nearly

identical to those achieved when the full static network is processed in a single run.
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Table 4.16: Comparison of NMI scores with full static network and networks where twelve
nodes have been dynamically added. The NMI scores are between the ground truth provided by
the benchmark package and community structure generated by SOCIAL.

Network Size Static Network NMI Dynamic Network NMI

2,000 0.9848 0.9852
4,000 0.9772 0.9810
6,000 0.9882 0.9877
8,000 0.9912 0.9864
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Figure 4.11: SOCIAL execution time in seconds, utilizing an increasing number of threads on
large-scale networks created with varied mixing parameter (µ) values. The execution time is
the time required by SOCIAL to achieve convergence on community structure. The plot la-
beled “Amdahl 0.3” is the execution time predicted by Amdahl’s Law [Amd67] for the network
created with a µ value of 0.3. The inset shows execution time excluding the time required for
network ingest. We note that standard deviations are not shown because the execution times
recorded across multiple runs were very consistent.
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Figure 4.16: Sample snapshot of three communities from the com-DBLP network that shows a
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(b) The initial static network for the test with
3 nodes and 2 edges. SOCIAL renders these
nodes and edges as a single community.
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(d) Edges e1,2 and e1,4 are dynamically added.
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(e) Edges e1,5 and e1,6 are dynamically added.
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(f) Edge e2,5 is added. This addition results in
the merging of the blue and red communities
into a single community.

Figure 4.17: Nodes and edges dynamically added to build a small network with SOCIAL pro-
cessing the updates. In the subfigures, colors represent communities; faded nodes and edges
denote absence in the current network.
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(b) Edge e4,6 is dynamically removed. This
removal leaves the network as a single com-
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(d) Edges e1,5 and e1,6 are dynamically re-
moved. Again, the result is consistent with
Figure 4.17d where these edges were added.
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(e) Edges e1,2 and e1,4 are dynamically re-
moved.
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(f) Nodes 2, 4, 5, and 6 along with their cor-
responding edges are removed. The resulting
network merges into a single community.

Figure 4.18: Nodes and edges dynamically removed to deconstruct a small network with SO-
CIAL processing the updates. In the subfigures, colors represent communities; faded nodes and
edges denote absence in the current network.
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Figure 4.19: Impact of dynamically adding a number of nodes to networks of varying sizes. The
impact is measured as the number of entropy calculations required for community structure to
emerge in the static component of the network, divided by the number of entropy calculations
needed for the network to stabilize after nodes have been added. This ratio is multiplied by 100
to yield a percentage. The dynamic addition of nodes was tested on networks consisting of 2,
4, 6, and 8 thousand nodes.
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Figure 4.20: Impact of dynamically removing a number of nodes from networks of varying
sizes. The dynamic removal of nodes was tested on networks consisting of 2, 4, 6, and 8
thousand nodes.
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Figure 4.21: Impact of dynamically adding a number of nodes to networks of varying commu-
nity size. The dynamic addition of nodes was tested on networks with community sizes of 10,
20, 40, and 80 nodes. For this test, the network size is fixed at 6,000 nodes.
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Figure 4.22: Impact of dynamically removing a number of nodes from networks of varying
community size. The dynamic addition of nodes was tested on networks with community sizes
of 10, 20, 40, and 80 nodes. For this test, the network size is fixed at 6,000 nodes.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

5.1 Conclusions

We have described a self-organizing community detection algorithm called SOCIAL which re-

flects the high efficiency and adaptively of decentralized systems observed in nature. The algo-

rithm is based on localized node entropy calculations which requires only knowledge of each

node’s local neighborhood. The core entropy calculation reveals community overlap, and addi-

tionally shows the level of “belongingness” or “fuzziness” of nodes to the communities to which

they belong. We have shown that the self-organizing approach employed by SOCIAL allows

full exploitation of the concurrent processing capabilities provided by modern computer archi-

tectures. In a demonstration of performance on large-scale networks, SOCIAL was shown to

rapidly and accurately discern community structure while evaluating individual nodes in paral-

lel. Finally, we demonstrated that the SOCIAL algorithm is well suited to manage dynamically

changing networks. Network perturbations are localized and the processing required for each

update is proportional to the complexity of the update.

5.2 Future Research

Several areas for future research in the development of SOCIAL remain. These areas include

the following:

1. Consideration of fuzzy memberships during community selection - Currently in SO-

121
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CIAL, nodes determine community associations based on the primary memberships of

their neighbors. Early experiments that allowed consideration of fuzzy memberships

(e.g., a neighboring node belonging 80 percent to one community, and 20 percent to an-

other), yielded overly complex and sometimes misleading results. For example, nodes

that were completely isolated within a single community showed partial memberships

to seemingly unrelated to communities. Further research is needed to develop a viable

mechanism for incorporating the additional information provided by fuzzy community

memberships.

2. Refinement of network update processing - In SOCIAL, a balance is achieved between

localizing network update processing and maintaining precision in community structure.

However, as shown in Section 4.3.2, scenarios (e.g., a node connected to many com-

munities is removed) exist where a large of amount of work is done relative to network

size. Further research is needed to explore other update processing schemes that re-

duce this work. For example, a heuristic based solution may be employed. With this

mechanism, after an update, affected nodes would remain in their current communities

and re-establish community stability by means of the normal entropy evaluation process.

However, an uncertainty value would be maintained for each community. When the un-

certainty of a community reaches a pre-defined threshold, the entire community would be

re-evaluated as is currently done by SOCIAL. Further, this re-evaluation of communities

may be postponed to a point where no activity is occurring in the network and SOCIAL

is basically idle.

3. Standardization of the network update interface - The file-based mechanism for send-

ing network updates to SOCIAL is adequate for the testing performed in this work. How-

ever, the user driven interface provided by the “Updater” is not practical for use on real-

world networks that are constantly evolving. A fully automated tool is required that is

integrated with the component that is generating a network. No standardized interfaces

exist for such a tool. Indeed, each of the existing dynamic community detection algo-

rithms we explored utilized a different proprietary appliance for managing updates. The

goal of this research would be to develop a standard and generic mechanism for detecting
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and reporting updates. For example, in an on-line social network, the update reporter

would have a interface to the web services used to maintain the network. This component

would listen for updates and report them to a community detection algorithm in a generic

manner.

4. Deployment of SOCIAL as an "Open-Source" community detection package - After

a small amount of re-factoring for general cleanup, improvement of user interfaces, and

added robustness, SOCIAL will be make available for public use. Public use will pro-

vide several advantages including: wide-spread testing opportunities leading to a more

robust overall system, improvement and standardization of interfaces based on user com-

munity suggestions, and improved awareness in the computer science community of the

advantages provided by self-organized systems in solving complex problems.
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